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WELCOME HOME
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GUSSIE II. TABS, President
Photo by Eberhart's Studio

GREETINGS FROM THE PRES1DENT OF THE COLLEGE
I am glad that the Alumnae are
continuing the beautiful custom of
home coming each year during the
Thanksgiving holidays, and at this
time, I want to welcome to the College all of the former students who
have come back for the Thanksgiving sason. I w.ant you to know that
the College is deeply interested in
you and in all of its former students,
and we want to keep you keenly interested in the College, its welfare, its
growth, aiid its future. We want
each of you to continue to love your
Alma Mater as much as you did while
you were here. We want to keep in
touch with you, to know where you
are, and what you are doing.
As President of the Georgia State
College for Women, I feel that I have
a great responsibility and, at the
tame time, a great opportunity to
serve the young womanhood of Georgia and' the public schools of the
State, and I shall do all in my power
to preserve the genius of the College,
its fine, traditions, to keep alive its
fine spirit of work .and service, and
to uphold its high ideals. In this work
I need your loyalty and support.
The Alumnae have clone much.for
the College in the past, and by good
organization and co-operation, they
can render still greater service in
the future. Our aim should be a
greater G. S. C. W.
J.'L. BEESON
November 29, 1928.

APPRECIATION
The Colonnade staff and the
Collonnade committee of tihe
Alumnae wish to thank those people who have helped with this
edition.
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MARGURITE JACKSON, Secretary
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BLANCHE TAIT, Treasurer
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A Totifr ot Inspection by'G> f, C, W. 41umiiafe Is to Be
<
Featured in Hcme^Cb&ihg

A WELL ORGANIZED ALUMNAE
ASSOCIATION

All graduates and former students of the Georgia State College
for Women are members of this association. The aim of the association
is to maintain the spirit of loyalty to
the Alma Mater. Its purpose is to
render effective contacts between'
Alumnae and the college, to strengthen Alumnae friendships, to perpetuate memories of College .associations,
and to advance her strength and prosperity.
The Organization Officers:
President—;Gussie H. Tabb.
First
Vice-President — Rosabel
Burch.
Second Vice-President—Artie Belle
Carter Lowe (Mrs. J. G.)
Secretary—Margurite Jackson.
Treasurer—Blanch Tait.
Executive Committee—Gussia H.
Tabb, Rosabel Burch, Marjurite Jackson, Blanch Tait, Katherine Scott,
Mary B. Brooks.
District Chairmen — Director—
Rosabel Burch.
District 1—Gertrude. Andersic;
Chairman; Jimmie Deck, Melisj1
Giles, Jessie Trawick.
,]
District 2—Maggie Jenkins, Chi1
TO THE ABSENT DAUGHTERS eCATTERE^TiJRg^GH THIS
man;Valentine Barron, Bertha I
AND THROUGH OTHER SPATES.'J* ^ '
Forrester Martin (Mrs. M.. M:))
District 3—Sara J. Terry (Mi$«jS
Dear G. S. W. Alumnae:
you embody in your daily life. As all las^iig'^tuedess.xpme-s through perT.)', Chairman; Mrs. Martha
A; this Thanksgiving season, the she grows bigger materially, let us sistefl^irthou'ghi a'r^jtMi'ort.
tian,
Lillas Myrick, Catherii;
home-coming time, our thoughts turn endeavor to help her to grow strongSo my message!^ yqu, given for Tunnell (Mrs. Geo.)
/
to you, the absent daughters scattered er in those things that make for the
:
District
4—Louise
Smith-*
the sake of one wK ||labored long and
through this and other states.
building of noble womanhood. <•
s l l e
Adam
Sara'"
Now that you are out in the world lovingly for the ujtuildji: of.^M?™™' E^
Wc trust that many of you will re^s.
turn for a visit at this time. It is making your own niche, whether in C. W., is strive to% i n * y$Mj$$&&
^
&
#
,
c t • 5—Mrs. Alice f f t l
sweet to renew friendships, to re- the home, the school, business or so- the best things thfcfcollole' a'ayeT'^o
Chairman;'
Elizabeth G r a n t v *
call happenings of college life, to ciety, you have found that the same you. Show helpfuM'esy :!*.and ^mt>
Gt$»k
_
.
'
" •'%••
'•'•• $•*$
visit old haunts, and it is mutually qualities make for efficient .and hap- happiness.
•District .6—Mary Joyce B ^
helpful to interchange ideas and ex- py living in every effort. You rea- "Thou art loveel—loV;,
land
(Mrs. Wm.), Chairman;
lize that good health and good habits
periences. :
Thou hast received—give,
Ennis, Kathleen W. Wootteijf
Keep in intimate touch with your are of prime importance; that the Thou must. die--—work ,
Stewart.)
While it is. yet day;
alma mater. Your success is of cultivation of optimism, unselfishDistrict 7—Mary Burns, CM
vital concern to. her, and her great- enthusiasm,. and self reliance.make a Abolish anger by kindness,
Helen'Maxwell Longino (Mrs.ij
Overcome evil—-with good."
ness and continued success depend in personality that is an "open Sesame"
Mary Moss.
r
**w'large measure upon the ideals that to happy and successful living.' But
MRS.' M. M. PARKS
(Continued on back page)

ly on the site of Main Building whictoy- •;iy. New drives and walkways connect
Welcome, Alumnae! Fo£ weeks we burned in '24. It is a beaut.ifif^-jjjiractically every building on the cam4".
have lived in anticipation of your rlmned and equipped building, >lb ipus.
return to our Alma Mater. Now tha. \v.-.:s built by Dr. Parks in 192.6. •;i?'j.^.The Atkinson Hall dining room has
you are here, Big S,istei*s, let us ex- The three buildings, '•oblong inv bo-en enlarged to include what was
press our joy over your arrival. We shape, the first of which faces the formerly known ag Atkinson Study
are glad that you foiled time in these big walk, and the sign, are. classroom Hall. The kitchen has bene enlargdays of hurry and excitement to make buildings. The first is the college ed and many improvements made.
a pilgrimage to the place that holds classroom building, the second, the
The latest addition is the ice plant
so many memories. It is most fitting high school, and the third, the practhat at this happy season, Thanks- tice school building. These were which is located between Atkinson
dining room and the kitchen, just off
giving, you should return to pay re- erected in 1925.
the pergola. Yes, G. S. C. W. make;
spect and homage to your college
The new heating plan isjibcatejl.
home. May your visit be a memor- back of the new dormitdry, ;,/.: ;. / .'her own ce .now.
Beautiful gates have recently been
able, and a happy one, is our ThanksThe Parks Memorial Hospital 'i-i&
laced a t t h e t w o
giving wish fo'r you.
located on the side,of the::campusfAc-JP
Clarke street cu;
;traness t
tne
«
campus.
If you have not been here recent- ing Montgomery street' ' This; b e a u ^
ly, you may find that the appearance tiful building, erected by the* AluhiT
Third floor of Parky Hall has been
of the college is greatly changed. New nae, faculty, students and friends of converted nto chemstry, 'physics, and
buildings, shrubbery, and walks have Dr. Parks was dedicated in June, psychology laboratories. These rooms
improved its appearance considerab- 1928. .Be sure to';^e" the. bronze are beautifully equipped, and well
ly. Perhaps the .following descrip- .t^b.Jfyt of Dir,.>Park's) 61 the entrance wori:h your time spent in visiting
!
tion of additions.! niade during the last o i ^ t e ' bounding*' :
them..
four years will help you if you wish /'The new/ 'dormitory has just been
Makea-tour of the campus, see its
to locate them.
'cbmpl'ete'ds It is another Terrell Hall, imp£©^ierits>",v tell other Alumnae
"stands;.,,besjde . its mate.
The new auditorium stands partialabo*tttf»|henV]Vwhen you meet them.

«. \

^afcn^-v-^

PR EDWIN H. SCOTT WRITES
WELCOME LETTER

THE COLONNAD
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It iy with a sense of appreciation
that I am requested to geet the
alumnae. I assure you that the f aculi
ty is proud of your continued sue- -**\
cess and prosperity..
Your interest as indicated, not only
in the school room and the home,
but in other civic and philanthorpic
movements, is proof to us that you
are faithful bearers of the Alma
Mater torch. We bespeak for you
still greater opportunities for service in the community in which you
may find yourself located.
We urge you to push on further in
your training whenever possible and
practicable. Constant effective work
and growth ..can. only be obtained by a
continuance of your training at home,
in the college-or university, or elsewhere. We b-elive this will prove to
be of financial value. The joy of
study, of broader contacts, of inc r e a s e d power and greater ability to
serve the public, will more than offset the extra added expense and el-,

THE

GEORGIA STATE COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
Subscription Rate: 50c per year.
EDITH IVEY, Editor-in-Chief
MARY ELLIOT, Managing Editor
Asyociato Editor ..
Associate Editor .
Associate Editor ..
business Manager
Business Manager
Business Manager
Feature Editor
Alumna Editor
Exchar^c Editor
Circulation Manager
Asst. Circulation Manager
A'j.:t. Circulation Manager
Asst. Circulation Manager
Asst. Circulation Manager
Asst. Circulation Manager
Asst. Circulation Manager
Asst. Circulation Manager
Reporter
Re-ports:" ..:
Reporter
I'.eportev
Faculty Advisor
:

Cleo Jenkins
Spencer Darden
Marion Sparrow
.. Dorothy Parks
Sally Ball
Caroline Selman
KathrynWilliams
Ham
.. Josephine
... Josephine Proctor
.. Mary Ware Martin
Mildred O'Neal
:.'..... Pauline Sigman
Carolyn Tigncr
Nolle Brown
Austelle Adams
.... Elizabeth Stewart
Marie Long
.-. Doris Watkiiia
: Camilla Hutchinson
Mae Kitties
.+ Rebecca Holbrook
.1.... Dr. W. T. Wynn

fort.
It wil always be a pleasure for us
to cooperate with you in the developI ment of your plans. Inform us by
: letter of your new interests and ad; vanced '.raining. You may be a b k
| to off n ' a constructive suggestion
i-which'.will help us and others in future work.
EDWIN H. SCOTT

"THE FEELING OF GRATITUDE HAS ALL THE ARDOR OF A
PASSION IN NOBLE HEARTS"
Our hearts arc uplifted in Thanksgiving for countless blessings as we
consider our lot in life and contemplate the happiness of our fate as contrasted with millions of women in the world whose 'circumstances have limit:d them to smaller spheres and harder conditions, without any preparation
to meet the arduous labors of their lives. '
• ,
-Had it not been for our Alma Mater our lives would be much poorer.
Is it not then fitting that we remember her tender care and bar gracious
benefits when we give thanks? Let us consider the welcome she extended us as we came..away from home for the firs'; time; the protection she
exerted over our lives during our stay with her; the gracious beneficence
of her wealth poured out in our daily experiences; the knowledge of the
•world*'of learning- and of.people she. gave as richly; tfje companionship of
the great and good men, women, and girls which she generously shared
with us,; and the inspiration with which she filled our souls; causing us to
reach ever upward and onward toward the goal of our ideals); leading forward to gain an ever receding perfection.

ALUMNAE BANQUET JUNE 2ND,
1928

X

GREETINGS ALUMNAE
ARTIE £.- b n ^ i ^ Ju^Wi^ A'Mi's,

j.u;;

•fcMscou.a Vice-President Alu'*....ae.

"To Our GuesU"
our egotism] humiliate our self esteem; but do usI wholesome medicinal good For the old girl we've a welcome
As cordial as.,.can. be.
and make it easier for others to live and work with us.
since "one usually finds w h a t ' o n e . looks for" unexpected blessings have 'Tis the sincerest, heartiest welcome
S.v.ze "one usually finds what one looks for "unexpected blessings have That ever you did see.
been appearing one after the other. Occasionally we remember to be thank- .A\ ; welcpme/ i .that,is.j\qily
ful that we are no tcrosseyed or bald, and that we do not need a perman- Is the one we.have for you.
:
ent wave. We arethankful, since we are not affluent, that our tastes are We're happy, tof have you
comparatively simple, and that we do not feel a need to keep up an apear- And we hope you're happy too!
"To Alumnae Who^re not Here."
ance of-vast wealth.
'•
.
'
.
"..
> •;
Last but most important of all we are thankful again to our College Greetings all old girls, '•"'•'
and its, leaders for having striven to teach us to give and take, to bear-arid Alumnae, far and near...
forbear, to be generous, to hold suspended judgment, to live in amity with Our only consolation
our neighbors, not to be vainglorious, and to hold loyalty and sincerity as For your not being here,
•Is the hope that this paper
.among the greatest of qualities.
(Your- Colonnade and mine)
Ah! How can we contemplate these things without the glow of warmth
find us grateful for many things, and
AM APPRECIATION OF THE
Will reach you on Thanksgiving .
the least of these will not be the
.-that kindles our spirits to renewed praise?
ALUMNAE ASSOCIATION
ASSOC"
And find you feeling fine.
Accompanying the Thanksgiving in our hearts an outward expression
The Junior Class at G. S. C. \v Alumnae Association.
PRESENT SENIOR CLASS
i.<f our gratitude is natural. What has our college done for us? What
nave we done for our college? Is there something we can do to show our
APPRECIATION WEEK OBSERVSERVICES
gvatitude?
.. is doing, for we are direc.ly repre
ED BY Y. W. C. A.
Surely we can keep in touch by writing once a year to express our
rented in the organization.
Many '
Vespers
for
the
week
November
I'ealty.
Appreciation Week had its openMay the spirit of loyalty and devotion kindled while in college burn of the members of our class received j 11-17, were in charge of the World
normal
diplomas
last
year.
Many
j
ing
service at G. S. C. on NovemFellowship
Committae
of
the
Y.
W.
<?ver brighter as the years pass and may its glow warm and comfort all
others
have
received
diplomas
in
prej
The
who came within the influence of our lives; and its light illumine all the
( C A., and Dr. Amanda Johnson, Col. ber 25th, at Vesper Service.
dark path ways through which we pass, pointing to others the way, and re- vioufj years and are back on the cam- ! Erwin Sibley, and, Professor H. F. theme of appreciation centralized the
j e c t i n g glory and adding power to the strength of our beloved Alma Mater. pus working for their dgerees.
' White were the speakers at the ser- whole program. The service began
Those of us who have been nviin- j: vices on Sunday, Wednesday and with the hymn, "Now the Day is
GRATITUDE
bcra of the association only since I Thursday nights, respectively.
Over," and an interesting talk on
last June have already begun to i "The Ties that Bind" was Dr. "The Idea of Appreciation Week"
As the Thanksgiving season approaches, the subject of gratitude or
catch the spirit which characterizes ! Johnson's subject on Sunday night. told by Mrs. Nelle Womack Hines in
thankfulness is inevitably impressed upon our responsive or unwilling
the older alumnae. During the sum- i These ties, as Dr. Johnson explained her characteristic style followed the
minds. When a bottle of ink has been overturned, when our favorite poem
mer we came in contact with many' i them, are Love, Tolerance, Unselfish- humn. A pageant, "And the- Greatest
has been scoffed at by some unregenrate vandals, and when twenty-five
"old grils" and wc found among j ncK and kindness and until we can of These," written by Mrs. J J. Harcorrected themes have been irretrievably lost, then we are apt to think that
them a universal spirit of love and get these grounded into the hear :s of ris of Sandersville, was then presentthere is nothing in life for which to be thankful. Life seems a dreary round
loyalty for their alma mater. They men there seems to be no hope for ed by various members of the Proof monotony, the serpent's tooth is far too blunt as a simile for ingratitude,
were eager to hear the news, anxious world peace.
gram Committee in the Y. W. C. A.
and we say with the poet "that ev'ry prospect pleases and only man is vile."
to know of the changes which had
Those taking part were:
Even in that dark hour, by busily searching as for the traditional
taken place, since they had left. That, On Wednesday, Mr. Whits talked
Beauty—Margaret Lumpkin.
r.ecdle in the hay stack, we find here and there scattered blessings to be
deep interest which has survived af- j on "Woodrow Wilson and the LesHigh Decision—Katherine H e m p y
thankful for and to prove that Thanksgiving is not after all a hollow void.
ter varying periods of separation I g U e of Nations," He gave a brief hill.
In the first place, we, the Alumnae are thankful that we, are graduates
from the college is an inspiration to outline of Wilson's actions and plans
Faith—Ludwina Garrett.
of G. S. C. W. for had we not been trained in "how to teach" we could not
each of us. It makes us realize t h a t : from that time he went to Europe for
Love—Sallie Ruth Meadows.
have over come the afore mentioned disasters of spattered in and unkind
now si the time for each one to take J the first time. At the end of his talk
Wisdom—Emily Shepherd.
ridicule.
advantage of the opportunities which j h<! brought out the fact that although
Wit-—Dorothy Dowling.
We are also thankful for and grateful to the Colonnade Staff, for their present themselves while we arc on | ot':or nation;., have accepted Mr. WilValor—Willie Baker.
co-operation in giving us, this, the Thanksgiving edition and for>the space the campus.
I son'?, plan of the league of Nations,
Fame—Elizabeth Hearn.
which they have given us in each issue. After attempting this one the staff
We realize that the Alumnae As- his own country has refused it. This
Appreciation—Austelle Adams.
have our unbounded admiration and we are thankful that we did not take sociation factor to the life we lead is the pathetic side, of the picture.
The idea developed in this pagaent
Mr. Sibley's talk was on the
up newspaper work for a livelihood.
here. We know that without the
was that the greatest of all human
Then we are thankful for children to teach, because no matter how un- association, various things which we Multilateral Treaty. After explain- qualities is that of appreciation.
: .ittefactory grown ups may be, in every class there is a t least one child now enjoy would be missing. The ing what it is, he said that people Throughout the whole scene organ
whose eager joy in learning makes us know again that glory of imparting greatest of these is, of course, the everywhere are talk.-ng peace but they music was played softly. The service
Knowledge which is part of "that light which never shone on land or sea."
Marvin Parks Memorial Horptial, n are thinking war. And then he re- came t oan end when the choir had
We are thankful too for books. We are thankful for the nobility of which we have so much pride. We minded us of the many times that we finished singing "My God I Thank
the classics which ksep us sometimes from the pettiness of.the details of can see the many things which the hear people refer to the "next war.". Thee." All in all, thig constituted
every day life and,we are sincerely though perhaps shamefacedly thankful association is doing, and we are glad Will our peace discussions and plans one of the most beautiful and effecfor the sure-fire rapid action detective stories and for the ultra saccharine, that we may have a share in it • greV he far reaching enough to make the tive Vespers held on our campus this
i-ontiment romances which make us forget that sordid realism is the order of work. Next week, which we shall next generation and the next, think year.
the maiontV
majority 01
of the
literature WJ,
of the
day.
U»e iuei.'atui.e
mc u«j«
, .
.,.„,,
.j, peace?
•
i
..i
l.ji..
P e r C p s we are grudgingly thankful for "hard knocks" which reduce! observe as Apprecumon AN eel., w.ll
1

r

| it J l « m or i am

ne New Oorimtcry

On the night of June 2nd, 1928
the members of the Alumnae Association of the Georgia State College for
Women held their annual banquet
in the dining hall of Terrell Annex.
The executive committee of the association received the first in the parlors of Terrell. The guests then assembled in the dining hall which was
beautifully and artistically decorated, the college colors of gold and
brown forming the background of
the decorations and table accompaniment:;.
Miss Katherine Scott very gracicurly presided as toastmistress for the
occasion. During the entire evening
lovely music was rendered by the college orche&tra.
Mrs. Nelle Womack Hines was
most charming in the presentation of
a pair of silver candlesticks to Mary
Bacon Brooks, president of the Alumnae Association and leader of the
Parky' Memorial Campaign, for her
faithful and unselfish efforts in carrying forth the work of the association, especially that of begining and
Photo by Eberhart's Studio
completing the building of the ParksMemorial Hospital. Mrs. Hines in
The newest addition to the G. S. so that it has been, from the fii'st, a
h:r lovely manner claimed the attenC. W. campus reflects highest credit home for the girls with an atmosPhoto by Eberhart's Studio
tion of all as she staid: "Because of
to Di\ Beeson's administrations, the phere conducive to growth of charaTM, b e a « « u l bronze « * t fe.the m o d e . n , of u £ * *
^ the unusual and splendid accomplish- board, the matrons, and the many cter, and the pursuit fo the education„ l a M d o n the right wall of the v e s t Each11 persuu
poison who
_ _ _ . „ . ment of the Alumnae Association individuals whose time was employ- al opportunities offered by the
v.nv, e
1 of tte Marvin P a * M e m o r y I ing is again reminded of the remark- during the past few years—namely, ed ..for the execution of the pla:-v: school.
the building of the Parks' Memorial
In addition to the three floors of
It was designed and cast by the Gar- able achievements of Dr. Marvin Mc Hospital—the faculty, members of..the which.'will, accommodate more than
the
dormitory, there iy a large baseTyeire Parks, the former Prseident
three hundred students.
ham Company.
Alumnae Association wish to express •
of the Georgia ,., State College for
The New Dormitory, with its ment part of which is used as a tea
At the top of the tablet is a bas
to their president, who so ably direct- j
Women and recalls anew the challCorinthian columns, is built along l'oom. The other part will allow for
ed this work, their appreciation and;
relief portrait of Dr. Parks and be*
enge for nobler living so beautifully
the same plan as Terrell, which is two gymnasiums.
desire k> present to ...Mary Bacon jlow is the inscription.
The dormitory itself is a model of
expressed in a poem by
Velma
as it should be for Terrell is located
Brooks thai small gift." The candle-'
IN MEMORY OF
Kemp, a student in the college.
on its right. To the left, and anter- convenience, complete in every detail
sticks holding" green, candles were;
MARVIN McTYEIRE PARKS
In memory of work and heart so true;
ior to the dormitory is the county of modern equipment. The parlors
brought forward by•••Murij BigS:any;
PRESIDENT OF THE GEORGIA
Of him whose death has caused our
court house. The pavement extends are charming, and are appointed suitand Miss Thaxton. . These1 candle !
STATE COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
hearts to mourn;
in front of the building, and already ably for the pleasure of the girls.
j
1804-1926
Let us wh oloved him pledge our- sticks were selected for five reasons,; the shrubbery adds .a pleasing touch The rooms are arranged in suites-;
these reasons typifying the work •
THIS BUILDING IS ERECTED BY
selves anew,
two rooms to a suite with a tiled bath
to the exterior.
THE: ALUMNAE, FACULTY, STUD- To tasks he fostered though we feel which yhe has done. The five mem-j The dormitory is known as New room between them. Some of the
bers of the executive board assisted •
forlorn.
ENTS, AND FRIENDS, UNDER THE
rooms have four occupants, but the
by giving the reasons in the follow-1 Dormitory and New Dormitory AnIf
we
but
think
of
service
done
by
DIRECTION OF THE ALUMNAE
majority are planned for three girls.
ing matter:
i nex. The two Matrons, Mrs. Marie
him,
ASSOCIATION.
The complete net work of hourc
Miss Padgett—"Because of its j Forrester Martin and Mrs. Martha
The portrait was done by Hilda Who was to us through all the years
Nelson Christian, have untiringly de- phones .adds to the conveniences of
beauty—beauty of form .and color;
so dear;
Kelleher, a student of Harriet
voted their efforts to the dormitory the dormitorwy.
Frishmuth, in the gtudio of Miss Frish Who worked for us with spirits never because beauty wields a wonderful
'lower for good when rightly used."
dim
niuth and under her personal supervision. I t is .a splenjM J * » ~
,.
to Ws hcnrt
Miss Humphrey — ''Because of
vision. It is .a splendid likeness
which Miss Kellehey portrayed „ D . A„d
Light—for the idea of light u so 1%.Li
Parks, not only in the excellent draw-.
»~M
^ c a m p u s fah.
closely associated with the candlein
^ . ^ ^ i r ^ . t i n e m o r i . l t o . y i n b o l i *
i n B but also
stick that one has but to mention
C".
quality which every Alumna always ^His consecrated
— the word to see the little flame
ted
llife,
i f , , ,yo
0 true,
true, sso rare,
saw in his face and manner,
He left a treasure which we highly aglow."
A committee composed ot two
Misa Tabb—"Because of Cheer—
FROM MISS THOMAS
prize,
graduates of the College, Miss Ina His watch-word—"Serve your fellow the cheerfulness of a candle light
I have been wanting for some time, I' tal could see how the patients enjoy
Padgett and Miss Bess Neely, and a
brightens the heart and implants the
man and do
I t e r member of the faculty, Miss The thing which God has set apart ^ccd of confoi't wherever its'rays may to say a few words to the Alumnae | it, and how they thrill over the
Harriet Baily, advised with Mass
reach."
for you."
and friends of Dr. Parks, who made Solarium where they are put to sit,
Kelleher and Miss Frishmuth during
Miss Morris—"Because it stand;:
the "Marvin Parky Memorial Hos- and also lie, basking in the wonderfor Courage—a courage which is
pital" possible, of the pleasure .and ful sunshine, which plays no small
born of faith and wheih makes \\
part in their quick restoration to
shine on into the night when other inspiration derived from giving our
sick students the very great advan- health and strength. The location is
lights grow weary and dim."
erection of this building:
In as much, as the campaign for the
Miss Scott—"And because .all of tage of nursing care in a beautiful, ideal, on this quiet corner of the
Be it resolved;
the things atand for SERVICE—so modern Hosptal, such aa "Marvin campus, selected by Dr. Parks him.-Marvin -Pairks Memorial- has beenThat we, the members of the Alumsplendidly rendered by our leader."
-< practically completed, and as Mr. L. nae Association of the Georgia State
Parks Memorial."
So complete hi self, who way contemplating buildMrs. Hines (lighting the candles'
ing a Hospital as soon as it was
S. Fowler hag acted in the capacity
College for Women, do hereby offer one by one—"I christen thee Faith its many detaily (too numerous to
of advisor during this time, be it reour thanks to the Building Commit- because your owner had the faith to mention in this space.) Among theni! possible to accomplish it. It is a
solved that we, the members of the
see a great vision. I christen the is a modern signal light system which j fitting and beautiful memorial to
tee, Hon. Miller S. Bell, Dr. E. A.
Courage because she had the courage insures the quiet so important in ,r' Dr; Parks, whose watchword was SerAlumna's Association of the Georgia
Tigner, Dr. J. L. B-eeson, for so to carry on, until this vision became
Hosptal.
', vice, that thesie sick students of the
S:ate College for Women, do hereby
efficiently, beautifully and practical- a reality."
tender our sincerest thanks for this
Another unusual feature, and one College he loved so, are getting and
ly embodying the idea of perpetuatThe lighted candles were
then!
helpful advice and ever ready assisting the memory of Dr. Marvin Mc- placed in front of Miss Brooks with \ of inestimable value iy that the light- will continue to get, the medical care
and nursing that only this memorial
ance during the campaign.
Bacon in Patient's room can be turned on
Tyeire Parks; and with our thanks these words: "For Mary
to him makes possible. It is indeed
In token of our gratitude, we, the
we wish to tender to the
officials Brooks, our beloved president, whose from the outside, and are placed low
a tribute to the young women whom
Alumnae, ask that these resolutions
of the Georgia State College for Wo- faithfulness has been an inspiration on the baseboard, so that when in
he trained and inspired, that they
lis spread on the minutes of the Asto ua all."
use. Our patients enjoy the privil
men our gratitude and our continued
use. uiu- pnucnw v,..,,«., — ,.sociation, and that a copy be sent to
To each of the five members of the h no glare in patients eyes. Both of could, and did accomplish s u c h .
loyal cooperation -and support in
wonderful achievement in so shoi't a
these details mentioned
are a joy to ,„rtT,rlnrfn achievement in so short a
Mr. Fowler.
I
their great work of education and excutive board a crystal bottle of is no guue
time.
CLARA E. MORRIS
Houbigant Toilet water was presented uye Our patients enjoy the privilcharacter building.
Dr. Beeson has just had the
ege of a private room where they can
HOYLE SKINNER WILSON
because
their
work
was
frag.ant
with
In token of our gratitude we ask
be cared for with a greater degree grounds landscaped, and a profusion
CECILE HUMPHREY
loving
service.
that these resolutions be spread on
of efficiency, and have the quiet so of beautiful shrubbery planted, which
After many messages of interest essential to quick recovery when one very much enhances the beauty of the
ths minutes of the Alumnae Associa
building, and adds immeasurably to
•Tn as much as the Marvin Parks t i o n a n d that a copy be sent to each and .encouragement from many of the i3 tired and nervous.
j
In
i l l a*
U « rnuui
. . . v . - . . a_ _
_member
, w of
„* «,„
n„ildine
Committee.
the Building Committee
I wish the young women scattered i t
guests the banquet was.' brought to
Memorial is now complete and,
Again I say the Hospital is a joy
CLARA E. MORRIS
all
over
the
State,
who
worked
so
all
over
tne
aw«t«)
wuu
wui»v«
»»
—«»-—- »
In ay much as the Building Com*
n close by a business session of the
1
HOYLE S, WILSON
hard
in
helping
to
build
the
Hospi,
to
both
patients
and
nurses.
mittee of the Georgia State College
association.
CECILE HUMPHREY
for Women has had charge of the
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MEMBERS OF FIRST CLASSES PLANS BEING MApE FOR l»29
GET DECREES
SPECTRUM
DR. i : HARRIS CHAPPELL
If
we
are
to^judge/the coming
Throughout the entire y ear, the
The Clara Whorley Hasslock Home
At
end*'of
summer
sehool
1928,
deevents by the shadows'•casfrbefow the
Firtt Pretia^nt of' Thm Georgia State Economics club held its regular meet, Freshmen have been asking, "How
grees
were,
conferred
upon
Mrs.
.G.
events actually;: happen,\>e: should
are we connected with the Y. W. C.
College for Women
ing in assembly hall on November
R.
Wambk.
and
Miss
O'Nora
Ennis,
say that this year's "Spectrum"-staff
A. other than by attending; or tak13th. The program was given in the
members
of
the
first
and
second
is
concentrating on bigger .and better^
in Vespers, morning watch
Dr. J. Harris Chappell was an form of a brief review of the Nation- inga''part
;
classes
of
G.
N.
&
I.
C.
•'
.
..;.'
annuals. The past two week* have
educational pioneer: Has. was the al Home Economics Association meet- or Bible study? The Juniors and
Mrs.^Wamble'has
taught
in
the,
;
witnessed the inifiaV •'&»!>* t o w ^ d
task of providing the women of Geor- ing which was held in Des Moines, Seniors have cabinets that link them
Fitzgerald High school. for the last making an annual, . After much congia with the education best suited to Iowa, June 1928. Representatives directly with the ' asoeiation; the
four years, Before that she taught sideration and discussion on the part
them while many still believed that from this meeting made their report Sophomores have th|eir Sfophomore
in the grades in that, city. She is of the editors, the contracts have been
woman had no need for higher edu- of the work done during the past Commission';'but what have the Fresh
dean of students in the high school let. The contract for the engraving
cation of any type. It was no -easy year. One of the most interesting men?
and also teaches biology and algebra. was given to Wrigley's Engraving Co.,
task, but he approached it with rare reports was the one given by Pearl
That question was answered at a As is characteristic of so many of Atlanta, the printing was let to Footc
ability, insight and courage.
Hackett, the representative sent by meeting of the Freshmen class, by our graduates, Mrs. Wamble is interAs president of the Georgia Nor- the Clara Whorley Hasslock club to Caroline Cheney, vice-president of; ested in many organizations. She and Davies, Atlanta, and the photo-,
graphy to Eberhart's Studio, Milmal and Indusrt:.al' College (now G. the association.
the Y .W. C. A., and the one who holds an office in the Fitzgerald U.
ledgeville. • The pictures for the anS. C. W.)i Dr. Chappell gave himself
As the business of the club, the will work with them, this year, on D. C, and is an active member of nual are being made rapidly. The
unstintedly to laying soundly the
budget for the year was presented. council. As a result of this meeting, the D. A, R.
juniors and- seniors ha\ve fiitishea
foundations of woman's education,
The club has always had some goal and the explanation given, there,
Miss Ennis hsa taught in G. M. C. having theirs made with almost a perwith meager precedent to guide. To
toward which to work. It was sug- each member of the Freshman class and in G. M. A. and is now head fect class record. The sophomores
him, woman's education was no
gested and accepted that we have as wrote the names of eight girls in their of the department of English in the. are now having theirs made and the
cheaply utilitarian thing, nor thing
clara vhc?M they wanted to i*apresent Quitman High school. In this capaour project for this yew, th° *i isb- ( ...
freshmen began after the fall holiof mere ornament, but rare insight
V ~
~
'-•
ing of a room in the ?3?ks Memorial ; t ; , : , ; : . *t 'jM; Y.
Tf. C.
A. 'The thirty
city she has been unusually success- days. The art staff under the guidled him courageously to put econoe2
ful and her students who come here ance of Miss Mamie Padgett is almic independence .as one of its cor- Hospital and bttfeff ^ !*«» ' * -.8-11 1 >' -Ji! l? t '.o H^iest number ot
the club's name In the 'itfii. ?w- ;v in - : i :*:*« e;i council, and will to college are splendidly prepared. ready at work. The advertising staff
ner-stones
r-stones.
d
h a v e D e e n --i'n« ' link their class with the activities car- Miss Ennis is a capable executive and
is formulatnig plans for their camHis institution was a notable w- jecte oi
s
^
^
^ Qf ^ y has done a great deal in fostering
paign later in the year.
W.C
A. on
cess from the first, attracting wide EUen
J
^
^ our campus.
^ ^
loyalty and school spirit among her
house Hon ^the campus; contributions
The students and faculty are showattention. His aggressive and propupils.
The
people
of
Quitman
are
to the Home Economics department
These
girls
selected
are:
...
.-_.
—
.
.
.
-.i x
ing an interest and a spirit of cogressive policies were abundantly
of the Eddy high school and others.
Dorothy
Anderson
of
Brunswick,
fortunate
in
having
her
on
the
high
operation • in the 1929 Spectrum
justified in the outcome. It opened
This will be financed by the dues
Margarita
Aruthur
of
Quitman.
school
faculty.
equalled only by that of each staff
the door of opportunity to many girls
G s
c
is
from' each member and by the reHelen
Barron
of
Lexington.
I
Proud
of
her
daughmember.
The shadow cast by this
and always more were seeking admisturns received when the club has
Catherine
Baugb
of
LaGrange.
ers
and
especially
so
when
they
are
annual-to-be is assuming such broad
sion than could be cared for.
charge of the Tea Room once a week.
Elizabeth
Ballew
of
Savannah.
so
loyal
and
are.
doing
the
good
work
proportions and such an enveloping
The general scheme of education as The club feels that with some speciAlice
Bryant
of
Savannah.
.
that
these
two
members
of
her
first
character that the annual itself will
laid out by Dr. Chappell has stood the fic aim, there will be much accompBobbie
Burns
of
Fitzgerald.
classes
are
doingbe
an expression of the best and
test of time and is still adhered to. lished which will benefit others.
Nell
Coleman
of
Devereaux.
finest in G. S. C.
Abundantly has Dr. Chappell's imSince home economics and health
THE ALUMNAE COMMITTEE
Louise Connolly of Albany.
pelling desire, Voiced in his fi^vt
WHAT IS EXPECTED OF THE
Jewell Dodd of Marietta.
memorable Commencement, been rea- are so closely related and as Dr.
Parks
was
a
pioneer
advocator
of
TEACHERS
COLLEGE GRADUATE
Mildred Dillard of Cusseta.
The Alumnae committee of the Y.
lized.
these, the club, wishes to be repreCertainly graduates) of Georgia
Lillian Eberhart of Fort Valley
W .C. A. is only another link in the
"God grant that the Commonwealth
sented by a room in the hospital,
State
College for Women are exAnnie Sara Camp of Fairburn.
chain that helps to bind the college
may feel more from year to year,
which is a memorial to Dr. Parks.
pected to have accurate and thorough
Mary Driscoll of Sparta.
and' Alumnae together.
through al lthe nerve centers of her
Members
of
the
club
in
the
future
scholarship.
Having had the excepSally Garrett of Cairo.
It is the desire of this committee
being, the energizing, vitalizing, enyears
will
feel
that
they
have
a
part
Elizabeth Gulley of Decatur
to keep the, Y. W. C A. before the tional opportunities afforded by their
nobling influence of this school, so
in
the
hospital
and
may
keep
flowRoberta Gilbert of Dudley.
Alumnae, because we feel that it has Alma Mater skillful teaching abilities
that the people shall rise up and call
ers
and
magazines
in
this
room.
They
Mary Belle Gibson of Quitman.
touched the life of every girl who has will also be expected of them. But
it blessed and the State shall say to
may
also
add
linen,
pictures
and
othGeorgia will also look to them for
Vera Hunt of Cedartown.
been on the campus.
its founders, 'You builded better
ers
furnishings
from
time
to
time.
aggressive
and progressive educaLillian Munday of Jonesboro.
For this home-coming time, this
than you knew!".
Dixie Neal of Summerville..
committee, of which Mary Frances tional leadership in the various comVandivere Osnient of Cartersville, Cowan of Conynrs, is chairman, and munities to which they are called.
Have we your permanent address? Please send the following informaElizabeth Sammons.
Rebecca Holbrook of Atlanta, sub- With such active leadership Geortion to Mte'S Margurte Jackson, Secretary Alumnae Association Terrell
Elizabeth Tucket of Sandorsville. chairman, have planned the special gia should speedily forge to the foreAnnex B 607, Milledgeville, Georgia.
Frances Perry of Concord.
Alumnae morning watch service for front in the wonderful advance certain to be witnessed in our SouthFrances Williams of Monroe.
Thanksgiving Morning.
Your Maiden Name!
•
land in the very near future in edu-v
Beverly Brantley of Lyons.
eational as well as in industrial
Your Married Name
—
Dorothy Piper of Covington.
on plans for the installation ceremony development
Mary Scott Phipps of LaFayette.
Year Graduated or- AttendedKatherine Farmer of Warrenton. although the exact date has not been
M. L. DUGGAN
Permanent Address)
——
set
for
this
service
as
yet.
The council is at present working
State Superintendent of Schools.
Occupation —— : —
liS-ME ECONOMICS CLUB

| FRESHMAN COUKC.L ELECTED

EXTRA! EXTRA! BUY A
SPECTRUM! EXTRA!
Dear Editor:

It could not possibly be anything
Gap School.
but
the Spectrum to cause such a • Mary Beth Barnett—'25.
because our credits are-recognized.
IT CARRIES OVER
1916-17 Teach English, A. and M.
1925-26 Taught Health and Art in
To an alumna, college life is) a ful- riot. Goodness known the faculty 1st and 2nd grades, Cave Springs, School, P.arnesville, Ga.
In this rushing day of over organi- ler and more joyous experience be- does not pay that much attention to
1917-18 Secretary to Clanton and
Ga.
zation we are always hearing the cause of the broader outlook on life such announcement} as, "hand in
Webb
Co.
1926-28 Established Home Ecoquestion: "Do the things parents and a deeper appreciation of values. your weekly absence reports," and as
1918-19 Librarian.
nomics Department, C ave Springs,
and children study in schools, clubs, Our studies have a deeper meanin» for the girls—well, their ears were
1919 Married.
Ga.
and organizations of different kinds and value, as a result of experience. coked as if a school lunch menu were
1927 Resumed studying at G. S. C.
1928-29 Student
Assistant in
carry over and really function in Wo are ready to take advantage of being read. The poor things realizW.
their lives?"
opportunities for participation and ed that, later on, their hearts and Household Scienc eDepartment, G. S.
Alma Gladin—'25.
C .W.
Deep in my heart is always a note leadership in college activities. Our souls would hunger for those pages
1925-28 Taught in Hyman, S. C.
Eleanor Brannen—'26.
of gratitude for the bufrjtnading attitude toward every phase of col- more than their stomachs ever hungAlice Hall—'26.
1926-27 Taught at G. M C.
ered for coffee and bran muffins!
things I see carrying over in our lege life is more fully developed.
1921-22 Student, Lindenwood Col1927-29 Student Aissil'tant 2nd
We look forward to the resulting And really it was just precious. Mrs. grade, Practice School, G. S. C. W.
girls from G. S. C. W. What are
lege, St. Charles, Mo.
these? First, as I might have said advantages of having come back to McCullar wrote the whole thing in
1922-23 Taught at Appalachee, Va.
Mrs.
Bernice
Brown
McCullar—'*
to my girls five years ago, it the complete our work in the college. We verse and the entire ataff came down 24.
1923-24 Student at University of
sweet fineness of our girls?.
may rightfully expect to be placed in the aisle to a snappy march tune
Georgia.
1924-25
Publicity
director
for
Nawith rainbow hues for decoration.
Since leaving' the college, I have better economic positions. We should
1924-25 Taught at Upper Marltional University, Washington, D. C.
Far be it from me to try to tell you
had the opportunity of coming in be better fitted for our vocations or
Taught in Washington Night Schools. boro, Md.
contact with G. S. C. W. girls as professions. Having completed our all the cute things they said. In
1925-28
Editor,
Milledgeville
1925-28 Taught at Shenandoah
teapherte,
nurfces, home-makers;, work here, we may certainly expect jingle form each section of the book Times.
High School, Miami, Fla.
church workers, Pre-school, P. T. A. to be more capable of living life at was represented, and then with one
Cornelia Chappell—'15.
Ethel Hartly—'26.
accord the whole staff broke into the
workers and many other professions. its best.
1926-28 Taught 5th and 6th grades
1915-16 Assistant in Sterilizing
They still have after varying numMay we leave this message with ; song:
Room, Detroit Womans Hospital, De- New Hope, Ga.
bers of, years that, same old G. S. C. you, Alumnae? A wonderful wel-;
Florine Hatcher—'26.
troit, Mich.
W. spirit "of which every Alumna and come and great opportunity awaits; "Buy a Spectrum
1926-27 Taught Music, Dextre, Ga.
Buy a Spectrum
1917-18 Teacher of Home Econo'faculty member is so justly proud. you at G. S. C. W.1927-28 Taught Music, Davisboro,
Of course you'll want to buy your- mi'cs and 4th grade, Erlange'r Cotton
G. S. C. girls carry away with them
CORNELIA CHAPPELL
Ga.
self a Sepctrum,
Mills' Schools, Erlanger, N. C.
a real sense of responsibility and
Leila Rachel Herrmann—'25.
Since you've heard how fine they are
1919-21 Teacher of Home Econothoroughness. When they are asked
THE SPIRIT WE LOVE
1925-26 Taught, High Point, N. C.
I'ni sjure you will!"
mics, Mary High School, Norfolk, Va.
to do something.in an .organization
1926-28 Secretary for Hazel Atlas
1921-23 Teacher of Home Econoand, promise toL'da it,..there is a feelFrom ..all reports, there are bright
Glass Co., Traveled for Foundation
Jeb Beermann Tanner from away
ing oif assurance on the part of the
hopes for the 1929 Sepctrum, and I mics, Frances Willard School, High- on Desk Co.
.
leaders,that- it .will be done without, up in Chicago writes: "It's true that, for one,. am going to put my order land Pax*k, Mich.
Marie Long—'24, .
'• 1923-26 County Home Demonstraa lot'.',pi ioUowing-up on their part. • we are separated4by many miles and- in early! I can't wait to see one!
1924-28 Taught in the E. P. Howell
varied .interests; ;but that cannot break
The. G. SjIjC* girls are dependable.
tion Agent, Virginia Extension Divis- School, Fulton County,. JGa. ..
In
my
good
wishes.to
you
for
the
the links of memory's chain, nor;
,Q. $. eVwy'giris) radiate a spirit of [ keep an old student from wandering- Colonnade, I want to include one for ion.
Ellen Rambo—'26; '.
1926-28"Teacher of Home Econo'willingness and 'helpfulness and that at times on the Q. S. C W. campus the Spectrum too,
1926-27 Taught in Coral Gables,
wdnderful spirit of the college is con-1 in spirit.
mics,
Columbia
High
School,
ColumFla.
Whole heartediy yours,
...
j
tagibua, and always appreciated by'
bia,
N.
C.
1927-28 Taught in Miami, Fla.
—ONE WHO IS INTERESTED.
For the past four years, I've spent;
leader^' of any organization. They
Assisted in. organizing G. S. C. W.
1928-29 Student Assistant, Househalf my life in the business world,
-P, S. Wouldn't it be nice if every hold Science Department, G. S. C. Club in Miami, which is still active.
•-'"' are loyal, as a general, rule, not only'
one fourth in my.- home and the other; old girl who is visiting us this Thanksto^ "their "Alina Maler, but to whatAnnie Laurie Rush—'26.
;
fourth dreaming of'the future, I sup-. giving would hand in her subscripever, causes they, pledge.themselves.
1926-28 Taught in Model School,
pose,, and -finally*; coming-to...the con-;
Carrie Neai Dorroh—'24.
It is my good fortune...to. have elusion that the; pi'esent.is all one. tion for the Spectrum?
Rome, Ga.
. 1924-25 Taught Latin and English,
three of the Alumnae as my neighEssie Bell Russell—'20.
Sonoraville Consolidated School.
bors. Here in their homes they are has.
1920-21 Head Dietitian, Touro InThe Fates have- had their little
Fifth A. & M. School
1925-26 Taugh 7th grade, Fair- firmary, New Orleans, La.
as fine as in anyother environment.
mount High Sehool.
I cannot resist the temptation of joke, for I've worked at accounting,
1921-23 Head Dietitian, University
Monore, Ga., No. 19, 1928
1926-28 Taught 7th.grade.'.and. La- of Virginia Hospital, Charlottesville,
passing on to the rest of you Alum- these past years, jiggling figures and j
nae,, a remark which a man of some thinking how I struggled through Dear Edith and members of- the Colo- tin, Sasssr High School.
Va.
Edith Funderburke—, 27. .
prominence made to me last sum- Senior, arithmetic.-.
nade
Stuff:
1923-25 Assistant Chief Dietitian.
So, give this message to the girls
1927-28 Taught..3rd', and 4th'grades U. S. Veterans Bureau Hospital, New
mer. 'Ha said: "The thing I've alThis is to thank you for the copies at "Bethamy," a consolidated school
ways liked about your college at for me. Tell them to prepare themselves
for
anything
that
Life
may
of
the Colonnade I have been receiv- in Decatur County, near Bainbridge, Haven, Connecticut.
Milledgeville
is
t h a t
the
1925-2S Chief Dietitian, U. S. Vetyoung ladies come away not only give, for it is filled with things we ing this fall. Your last copy came Ga.
erans
Hospital, Kansas City, Mo.
with very fine college training, but i least expect. But, Oh! the thrills as last week and it was so full of news.
Nora Gaston—'25.
1928-29
Student G. S. C. W.
more good common sense than they we trudge along. There's • one at The political campaign must have
1925-26 Taught grammar grades,
Mary Lou Stephens—'26.
been as exciting as our Davis Club James, Ga.
went there with, and that is not every bend in the road.
1926-28 Taught at Model School
How little we appreciate the foun- back in 1924. I note that Miss Scott
true of all our American women's
1926-27 Taught grammar grades, Rome, Ga.
dation that G. S. C. W. is building for | and Dr. Johnson are still busy, dra- Shiloh School, Americus, Ga.
colleges."
Florine Williams—'24.
us while we are thers! And after leav- matically speaking, that the Y. Bud1927-28 Taught at Grove ConsoliBy the way, that reminds me of ing we realize how much firmer could get is yure to go over; that Mrs.
1924-28 Taught in the Summer
another remark which a pas?tor of a that foundation have been with a lit-1 Hines' appreciation idea is still grow- dated School, Americus), Ga.
High School, Sumner, Ga.
Mrs.
Katherine
Green
Tunnell—
large church near Atlanta made to tel more effort on our part.
Mary Youngblood—'26.
ing; that hikes, birthday feasts, dumb
'06.
me not long ago. This will be ap1926-27 Taugh tlst grade, HyattsAgain, to the girls of greater G. suppers, and treasure hunts are not
1906-10 L ibrarian, G S. C. W.
preciated by the. Y. W. C. A. He
out
of
date;
and
that
they
still
play
ville, Md.
S. C. W., I would say, work with all
1910-12
Teacher PRESENTED
Gordon Institute.
said: "It is always a real pleasure
Pages distributed
subscription
Rook
in
Terrell
B
and
C.
1929
SPECTRUM
IN
| your heart and soul and play like1912-13 Literary
teacher,
Rabun
I
to find a G. S. C. W. graduate in
blanks to the faculty and students;
CHAPEL
wise. Let duty be your pleasure and
I note with interest too your plans
my church because they . alyays
and collected them.
enjoy the present to the fullest ex- for home-coming week, which sounds
r
come prepared for real service."
The Spectrum isi one.of the largSubscriptions Given by Faculty and
tent."
good to me. I expect to be there
This message., to..the Colonnade is
est
and most important publication $
Student Body
too. I am already counting the days!
not meant merely as a complimenon the campus, and to put it over in
tary one, but as an expression of
good style will require hte wholeYoung Laides of '91-'02, did you I can't wait to see the girls in brown,
The Spectrum gave a unique preappreciation of our college. It is know that Thanksgiving is Home- the' new dormitory, the hospital realhearted co-operation of every person
sentation of, th el929 Spectrum in
ly
finished,
and
the
classroom
where
truly a wonderful tool for the de- coming for G. N. & I. Alumnae as
on the campus .
chapel Tuesday morning. It was a
I
sat
nearly
four
years.
Really
it
velopment of our Georgia girls.
well as for G. S. C. W. Alumnae?
presentation which aroused the interTo the staff of the Colonnade, I Well, it is, and there are a few repre- will be great to get back!
JUNIOR CLASS BANQUET
est of the Faculty and Student Body
wish to ••extend congratulations and sentatives of those classes still on the
At present I a-m still leading a and was entertaining in every revrey best wishes.
campus to give you the most hearty dormitory life, teaching English and aps c':.
The zenith of Home-Coming weekwelcome
of
all.
ARTIE BELLE CARTER LOWE
doing library work here at Fifth A.
The staff member's marched down end isi reached by the. reunion banWo of those, not so far away years, & M. Really I do onjoy it more than the two aisles of the auditorium to quet of the Sophomore Normal Clasi-;
WHY RETURN TO G. S. C.W.
can from experience say that Thanks- anything I have ever done. We have the tune of "March of the Wooden of 1928 which will be Friday evening
giving has enriched our own wnils a championship football team here. Soldiers." Every member was dress- at the Baldwin Hotel.
More of the old member? of the
There are self evident reasons for and raised the blessings we received This oeason they have already beaten ed to represent a phase, of the Specclass
are expected home this year
coining back to G. S. C. W. to ob- at G N. & I. to higher degrees of Mercer Freshmen,
Tech "Grey trum, eight girls carrying the letters
tain a degree, We who have return- worth.
Devils," CUvrkesville A. & M. and G.- of the word Spectrum on rainbow i than any previous year which, of
Come, let us meet together, renew M. C.
ed, as juniors, were lured back to our
colors, four girls representing the course, will make the banquet the
Alma Mater, becausie of devotion to old friendships, call the roll of our
classes. There were also clever most successful. One hundred thirtyI'll
see
you
soon
and
shall
lookthe ideals and fine standards of the perpetual blessngs that have come
representations of clubs, features and three girls, the. presient- Junior clasr
forward
to
seeing
the
Alumnae
edifrom
Hiy
hand.
It
is
a
privilege
to
college. Having been out in the propublications, which are to have sec- will be there to welcome home the
tion
of
the
Colonnade.
former- members of their group.
•.;, fessional world, we realize the ad- recall we were students of this coltions of the annual.
""'• vantages that a college graduate has lege in those pioneer years and a
The eight girly carrying the letter? Black and gold colors will flourish
Best wishes to everybody!
over those who have not attained a greater privilege to see our own
presented the different parts of the over the banquet hall.
Sincerely,
Dr. and Mrs. Beeson will be the
degree. In returning to the col- daughters and our friends' daughters
book in attractive speches in verse,
guests
of the class .on this occasion,
lege where we did our previous work, enrolled here in these ts'best years.
which were written by Mrs. McCullar.
ESTHER L. CATHY.
MAUDE SCOTT RATES
we lose no time in securing a degree,
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Interesting News of the Organized Clubs
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Edited by Nelle Womac k Hines

The French. Club . met in Ennis
The Lanier Club was organized in Basement Tuesday afternoon, NovemThe first meeting of the Miami (>
nineteen twenty-six,
'.
« *u A+Wa I A very interesting meeting of the S. C. W. club this fall was held at
ber 20th, for the first time since the
Our
work
and
fun,
soon
we
learned
The first meeting of the Atlanta | * M
club was organized for this year.
i n E n n i g the home of Mrs. Edward Robertson,
C
to mix,
Alumnae Club this, fall was held o , , &
^
d a y s b e f o r e t h e formerly Ruth Steed, on Palm IsThe following members of the
September 22nd, at three o d o * a holidays
t ^ ™ of
* the week-end of Novem- land. Miss Eloise Hatfield was elect- Old girls did their duty with a smile,; club hav ebeen choaen as officers:
the Atlanta Athletic Club, the Presi ber the tenth. Therefore, it was a
Now they are coming to visit u.
President, Roberta Parris; Vice-Presied president. Other officers chosen
awhile.
dent, Miss Julia Mae Fillingim, enter- happy group tha tassembled, talking
for the year include: Vive-President, The Lanier club at present is jus':dent, Elsie Spearsr, Secretary, Dorotaining the members with a delight- about plans for the trip home and
thy Little; Treasurer, Clara Gregg.
Miss Adela Ware; Secretary, Miss
full of pep
ful tea.
i
what would happen in Sandcrsvlllo. Virginia Ware; Treasurer, Mrs. E. U.
Approximately one hundred memSo let's show the old girls we're
On October 27th, at three o'clock
After a short buiinaus ession, a
bers are now enrolled and the atkeeping up their rep.
the Membership Committee, with solo, "Jus; A-Wearying for You" Thomas.
Members of the ways and means
The Lanier club is) full of en- tendance ranks,around 90 per cent.
Mrs. Thomas A. Moye Chairman, en- was sung by Florence Rogers, ai:committee are Mrs. Edward Robert- thusiasm this year. The best con- The purpose of the club is twofold
tertained the Club, with a most enen- »> — "'—o -«
First, we desire to have a greater apjoyable Hallowe'en party at the home i companied by Sue Smith at the yon, Mrs. C. W.-Richter nad Mrs.tributors to this enthusiasm are the
preciation and-a broader knowledge
<
of Mrs. Wilbe R. Wilson, 531 South ' piano.
rendered a pin- Richard Gersch. Membership chair- club's new Freshmen members. ' At Of the French language, both spoken
;> solo,Jessie
"The Wood
Doll Dance."
man
is
Miss.
Cor'innc
Wilkes
an*'
firs';, the. Frschmen though that their
Chandler street, Decatur.
' n It«rwas decided that the club would
Mr-. W. V. Parks is pubiici:y chair- good old high school days at Lanier and written. This we hope to get
The November meeting was in the entertain visitors of the members man. Mr.... C. P. Youman's and were over. But the Macon Fresh- mainly through various songs and
form of a luncheon on November who are to be on the campus Mrs. • Calahan are members of the men are now finding out that high games and other programs which.Dr.
24th, at one-thirty o'clock at the Thanksgiving.
executive 'board. Following the bu;jj school days-will also be -with them at Bohm, our competent faculty advisor,
Henry Grady Hotel. The Social
ness session, an interesting program college. That is one purpose of the may suggest. Second,: we want to
Committee, with Mrs. W. E. Kee JUNIOR GLEE CLUB HAS BEGUN
was given on the lawn.
Refresh- Lanier club—to bring the Lanier keep up the interns'; of the • club
Chairman, were hostesses a; this very
WORK
graduates together' in order to keep through frequent social gatherings,
i ments were served.
successful meeting. The guest of
up their old school spirit and pep—, this making it a powerful factor on
honor on this occassion was Mrs.
G; S. C. W. CLUB ORGANIZED
and to talk over their jolly good times the campus, socially as well, as inAlonzo Richardson who made a very I The Junior Glee Club has been
at Lanier Girls' Hi. There is another tellectually.
interesting talk. Miasi Lillian Smith I organized and its first i*egular mcetV'j
J ing was held las't Thursday. The The Georgia State College for Wo- purpose of this club. It is also a
•MPS
gave several beautiful solos.
Savannah,
Ga.,
Nov.
19,.;1928
semi-literary
guild.
For
this
year'*
|
roll
was
taken
nad
we
have
fourteen
The Atlanta Alumnae Club is one
i <i
men alumnae girls of Jesup, met at
To the Alumnae and: Campus.-of G*
of our most active clubs. This may i members. They have been divided the home of Miss Adelaide Benet:, program the „girls have decided to
Milledgeville, Ga;,;/:-.
study their favorite poems.
be explained.in part by the very en- according to the range of their
The G. S. C.'.W»i.Glub .of Say^nnah
Tuesday evening; for the'purpose oi
The Lanier girls are lucky to have embraces this opportunity of extend:
thusiastic and efficient officers who! voices.
'f -!;
are as,follows: .
,:.:.: 1.' Our work for this semester will organizing a G S. C. W. Club.
Miss Lorine TeaVera^.their club ad- hrag our, greetings, and of expressing
Miss. Julia Mae Fillingim—^Presi-' be centered around the operetta
Ten members were enrolled and visor this year! S n W "lots of fun"'jJour cordal and enthusiastic willingdent; Mrs. Sara. Harvey Mann-—1st; "Gypsy Princess' which will be given the following officers were elected: as all" th egirls say,' and we' are ex' ness' to, co-operate with ypu, ,^> the
*%
;•> V i
:
Viee-Presiden; Mrs. Anne Freeman' the first night of music'-week.
good times to- extent of; ouy, ability,in.your praisePresident—Miss Adelaide Bennett pecting some ;inighty
V? !. i
;
:
Kee—2nd. Vice-President; Miss Helen;gether with.,Iter* ^ "
worthy undertaking^:..)io;
•: .; •
Vice-President — Miss Elizabeth
EtiAoe^—Recording - Secretary:' Mxtei 11
"~
"~
~""V _ •
;
The
following
girls
have
been
elec':Our new officers will nott beu-elee;-•» u v" u • ! . • / , •
4 - f l SCIENCE CLUB HAS MEETING Yarbrough.
ed
.'
.
-is
officers
of
"the
Lanier
club.
ed
until the first of ne^t. year, io
h v,i
m
F. R. Varbrough^CoraespOnding j
*»*-w»™*w m « . * " » «
•Mary. Rabys, .President; Louise Amkr we give you a roster of the present
Secretary—Miss Fay Raybon.
Secretary; Mrs. Charles W.Ander-'y:
.v .
son, Vice-PrciadehtV'Anese Holliman, officers, as follows:7 - ' .
Treasurer—Miss Flora Pickron.
, ..'.,,'..,?.". 'M
son—Parlimentaraan; -Mrs.-; .Helen:!': The Science Club held its regular
Secretary
and
Treasurer;
Carlisle
;
President—Christine
Ryals.
\
Pace Thompson—Treasurer. .
; meeting Tuesday, Novmebcr , twen- Members enrolled arc:—Miss MaBeggs,
Cbn-espoiTiding
Secretary;
tieth
Vic3jPresSdent—Marguerite Rus
W. D. Turner.
The Chairmen of. Committees are!'
- Aftre the business,'the meetRoba
Jackson
and
Helen
Domingocs,
sell Bowden.
as follows:
: i ingr was turned over to the program
Mrs. Sara
Social Chairmen.:
.
• --Recording Secretary—Lucile Courgram
The Lanier club is composed of the son Patrick.
following members: Mary Raby,
Corresponding Secretary—Camille
Louise Anderson, Pearl Hackett, Greer Ross.
f ave i Mrs. M e n • Pace Thompson- j » ^ f ^ ? ^ ^ S „ n t 0 tho ; to.-, class 16. Kb. Fay Eaybon * • Thelma Gooding, Helen Domingoes,
Treasurer—Charlie Kate Wells.
Finance; M U s H o l e 1 * E n l o e _ P « s s . M ^ ^ ^ M ; n e M c C l r o d o n ; ' 2 5 ; Mta Lila Gigmhat, class 20 Ruth Branan, Nita Bi'ay, Aneye Hollitt
le
We now have an enrolled memberWc are «pectin E to hear of many , >>°
° >
Mr- Mtk , „ , „„„,. j Mta Verdi Rogers, now
man, Carrie Frank' Crute, Mae Ross, ship in our local organization of
Roba Jack-on, and Carli-.-lc B'2ggs.
forty-four, and of this number about
ron, class '27; Miss Elizabeth YarParks gave an interesting talk on
twenty-five are active in club work.
brough, class '28; Miss Clifford
LITERARY GUILD
•'Will Insects Destroy Us?"
Once each month we hold a busiGign lliat, class '28.
SPALDING COUNTY CLUB
The
three
departments
of
the
Litness
and social meeting, combined
The club is planing great things
ORGANIZED
MOULTRIE GIRLS ORGANIZE
for the winter. After the business erary Guild had their mettings on with a luncheon.
'
metting, a social hour was -enjoyed, Friday night, November 16th.
As you know, we are a young orRecently the Atlanta Club enterIn
the
group
studying
modern
ganisation,
and naturally in to short
The
Moultrie
Club
is
one
of
the
and
delicious
refreshments
were
servtained the girls from
Spalding
noveb
there
were
reports
on
criti""
ed by the hostess.
a time our accomplishments are limitcounty at a rook party in the par- new clubs organized on the campus
cisms
of
Thornton
Wilder's
THE
ed.
lors at New Dormitory. The offic- this year. The- object of the club is
BRIDGE OF SAN LUIS REY, and
ers of the Atlanta club were the to bring the Moultrie girls closer to- AMERICUS CLUB"ORGANIZED
The object of the club is to keep
-,lo
a
discussion
as
to
what
book
official hostesses.
burning the fires of devotion and en
gether.
ihould
be
chosen
to
be,
read
next.
thusiasm kindled at our alama mater,
As a' business feature of this
The 'meetings are to be once a
ThW
sec-ion
has
been
divided
into
and to further the interest of- the colmeeting, Miss Roberta Parris, Presi- month and''at the first meeting tho
Anoiher interesting club has
dent of the Atlanta'Club explained officers for the year were elected; recently been organized on the cam- -.h-ec groups and each group will have leg?, by loyal support and keen interthe method of organization and then They are -Katherine- Shivers, Presi- pus by fourteen girls from Amcricuj, •knrgs of the program at some time. .est. That the club shall also seek
The Drama Group met at the same
the visitors organized the Spalding dent; Carrie Mae Shivers, Treasurer;
racl it promises to be no-a of the most I r'-s. An interesting program con- and endeavor to continue the further
county club and elected officers': and Florrie White, Secretary.
development of its members as citi- y
outstanding clubs in the college.
sVod of the study of the Harvard zens, mothers, toachers, and business
They are Kathryn Weaver, President;
The fourfold purpose of the club is Dramatic Club and the 47 Work
Evelyn Reid Nutt, Vice-President;. Many BAcialy and other entertainwoman, and to aid them to the highto
Nadinc Purslcy, Secretary; • Carolvi) merits" have .been planned for ±\- ^ bring about a closer relationship Shop. A 'shot'; history of the clun est appreciation of their opportuniJoiner, Treasurer; Nora Ethel Eng- c h l b a n d U P™mises to be one ol i among the Americus girls, to renew \'--as' given by Annie Laurie Rush, ties to seek to give fullest service in
he "Americus, Hi" spirit, to boost Chairman. Kathryn Harris and BeaHah, Colonnade Reporter. '
: t h c b e s t o n l h e campus.
The
G.
S. C. W. in Sumter county, and trice Howard reviewed two of Har- tnc perfromance of their duties to soThe other members of the club are
members are, Donnalee Sumciety.
Frances Moore, Elizabeth Moore, mcrour, Julia Clements, Dorothy to spend many happy and worth while vard's one-act plays. Eddith MontOur aim for 1927-28 has been to
Nona Tutt, Chairman Social Com- fowling, Naradelyn -Hall, Hazel hours on the G. S. C. W. campus. gomery was elected Secretary of the co-operate with the alumnae of G. S.
mittce, Helen Elder, Berma Under- s l o a n » Katherine Shivers, Sally
There will be monthly business and Drama Group.
C. W. in raising funds for the Parks
wood. Mildred Simonton, Frances! Hasty, Lola Campbell, Genevieve ocial meetings, besides many other
Memorial.
Warren, Sara Patrick, Bertha Mae ! IIuff > A l i c e Brinson, Ullamee John- interesting activities and entertain- ORGANIZATION OF THE CRISP
The club mo':to is: "Not for ourCunard, Josephine" Pritehett, Carolyn!™". B e t h Saunders, EHzabeth horn, ments.
COUNTY CLUB
lOsole'ta Champion, Mabel Wilson,
selves but for others."
Holmes, Edith Clanton, Edith Fund 1 yiorrie White, Maidee Kendall, EveFRESHMAN CLUB MEETS
Officers of the club are as follows:
crbmk, Lillian Brown, Myrtle Sum- i ,n Hatfield.
The
first regular meeting of the
Ka':hryn Harris, President; Louise
Thf girl-t from Crisp county who
crau, Catherine Hemphill, and Lucy
Reeves, Vice-President; Frances Wal- ore attending G. S. C. W. have or- Palladian club was held November
Hemphill.
ker, Secretary; Lizzie May Gammage, ganir.cd a Crisp county club. The 9th, at 5:30, in the assembly hall.
NOTICE!
Reporter; and Louise Habry, Social following officers have been elected: Dorothy Piper presided, with Miss
Please give all club news to
Chairman.
Lorena Riles, president; Willie Pearl Steele and Dr. Hunter' sponsoring.
This-is the first year that there
CIeo Jenkins. Write it up as soon
After all mattera of business were
The members of the club are Fran- Grubbs, vice-president: Pat Turk, .attended to, an interesting pantohas been a Spanish Club organiza'v.z you have a meeting and hand it
secretary and treasurer; Kathryn
*n early. Hand in advance notices ces Barton, Blanche Marshall, Rachel
tion on the G. S. C. W. campus and
n i n e was given by several freshmen.
Vinson, social chairman.
wc are anxious to make a good be- of your meetings, if you wish. Carruthers, Ruth Hightow-sr, Nora
The other members are Margaret Lucy Davis was chairman of the
Gaston,
Frances
Walker,
Evelyn
Have
you
sver
heard
that
"it
pays
ginning.
• ' .,i i
Graham, Marjorie Solomon, Jewel committee that furnished the enter-'
Many interesting; subjects will be to advertise?" Makt the reports Jones, Lizzie May Gammage, Mildred Lasseter, Myrtis Williams, Ethel tainment. Miss Steele and Dr. Hunstudied during the ,yeai;,and: the,,basis rf your meetings the most interest- LeMaster, Louise Mabry, Louise Player, Ella Wehlitz and Walter B. ter gave short talks at the conclusReeves, Kathryn Harris, Frances
ion of the meeting. •
of these will be a. study, of,the art ing on this whole page.
Mathews.
Reeves
and
Agnes
Gammage.
.appreciation and ht-s ','jmusic , appre :
cJntion of the Spanisli .peyple.
ATLANTA ALUMNAE NEWS
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THE I

O F APPRECIATION

This is not meant to be .a week of activity, except as it is necessary to keep alive
and spread the idea until it is well established. It centers around Thanksgiving Day,
and as this season of all times seems to be the most fitting to take mental stock of
ourselves; to THINK of what we have; to dwell upon the good things that have come

What Does Appreciation Mean To You?
This Question is Answereid by Some of The People Who Are Promient
in Class and Organization Work on The Campus of G. S. C. W.
FROM MISS GUSSIE TABB, PRESI- FROM MISS ANNIE MOORE
DENT OF THE C. S. C. W. r
DAUGHTRY, SECRETARY OF
ALUMNAE ASSOCIATION :
THE Y. W C A.
What is Appreciation?
A fifteen yeM>old girl said, ''it is
awareness, , awakefulness.
A college girl staid, "it is evotutton.".v,,-.:
A scholarly .old philosopher said,
"it is the awakening of a bright responsive thrill."
!
A mother said,, flit is the sp»rk
which transforms sacrifice with high}
privilege."
I say, it: is all of these and more.
It is Christian grace, it is the mark
FROM MISS FAYE SESSIONS, of distinction between fineness of
PRESIDENT OF THE Y. W. C. A, nature and crudeness of spirit. Appreciation is the essential quality of a
What does appreciation mean to poet. When a bright, responsive
me? My vocabulary in too limited thrill is awakened, a poet or a charmYand my heart too full to tell it all. ing,, gracious person finds an art of
/ The thing I appreciate however, I expressing it through word, deed or
am more versatile on, and that is the look. At that moment such a perfriends that have come into my life. son knows an inspiration.
David, the shepherd lad was a
I appreciate my friends because
with them my sorrows are shared, my . typef ication »• appreciation in the
burdens lightened, and my joys in- realist sensie vividly aware of the
creased. They bring into my life beauties of the sky, the trees, the
grasses, the world, he felt graditude
richness and -fullness'.
Perhaps I appreciate my friends to the giver of all fo these.
most of all because they bring me "Bless the Lord, oh my soul and
forget not all his benefits."
nearer to "The Master Friend."
"The heavens) declare the glory of
God and the firmanent showeth
FROM MISS EDITH IVEY, EDITORHis handiwork."
IN-CHIEF OF THE COLONNADE
"The Lord is my Shepherd, I shall
not want."
Since our greatest blessings are
The
grace of iapprecilation does
our friends, and since true apprecianot
find
its beginning in hurried,
tion calls for the expression of our
gratitude, let us not fail to tell our noisy places but in moments of quiet
though'fulness or creative solitude.
friends we appreciate them.
Appreciation Week's the time
FROM MISS GLADYS McMICHAEL
To say to folks by prose or rhyme,
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF OF THE
"I'm happy, yes, and thankful too;
CORINTHIAN
J'm grateful most for friends like
you."
Bo we appreciate the fact that , ;
"It. is a glorious privilege to. live
to know, to act, to listen to behold; to
love. To look up ,»t the blue summer
sky; to see the sun sink slowly beyond the line of the horizon; j to
watch the. world's coming twinkling
into, view first, one by one, and -the
myriads that ho man can count, and
lp! the Ainivei'se. is white with th6m;;.
and you and I: are here?'! .(Maireo
Marrow.)

WEEK

our way; to touch upon how we might feel if fate had been unkind; to put ourselves in
the mood of appreciation and thus be ready! on that Day set apart for Thanks, to go
to His House and enter into the service with hearts that "Praise God from Whom all
blessings flow."

A SMALL BOY SPEAKS
N. W. H.
I guess my Dad's the finest man
That really ever was.
He goes up town most every day—
With money that he makes—oh gee!
He buys so many pretty things
For my dear mother.
And as for me
He gives me marbles, baseballs, bats,
Most everything you see.
Of course I want to show him how
I love him; so at night
I run and set his slippers downw
Beside our fire bright
Then wait to hear him say—"Why son—
That's fine—" but—dad—heJust forgets.
And I run out and whistle loud—
Big boys don't cry—but oh!
,
There is the queerest little painRight here—above my tummy.
I know my precious mother is
The prettiest woman ever!
She makes me things and always sees
That 'hind my ears ia clean. ^ .
She helps me with my lessons too
And fixes pies for me.
I love my mother. She's awful nice—•
And sometimes—gee!
I hang around and do my best
To try to help her but she says—
"No-no—just run along—
I'm busy now—you worry meAnd oh!
A great big lump sticks in my throat
And hurts me so—
As I run out behnd the barn—
I just can't whistle.
You know my dog? Ain't he a beau?
He seems to think I'm fine.
He waits just out the kitchen door
While I go in to dinner.
And if I bring him back a bone
He nearly twists his back in two—
And his eyes say—
"Just look at you!"
But if I don't bring anything
He wags his tail off just the siame
And runs and gets a litle stick
And brings it back to me.
I grab him up and hug him quick
And then oh gee! the fun we have!
He runs in circles all around
Just like he wants to please me, see?
And when he creeps back to my feet
I pat him on the head—oh gee!
How I do love him!
And the queerest little happiness
Just flutters all around my heart—
And my—how I can whistle!

FROM MISS ROBERTINE McCLENAppreciation is that quality which
V
DON EDITOR-IN-CHIEF OF
causes us to seek commendable things
SPECTRUM
in our sorroundings, and having
found them, to be courageous enough
I think that appreciation iy one of to declare and praise their true worth.
fne unknown qujalifres—fascinating, Often we are s'o accustomed to our
because it is found suddenly and un- blesy'mg? that we fail to realize their FROM MISS CLIO JENKINS,
expectedly. At one time it stands values, and unconsciously there is
PRESIDENT OF THE SENIOR
out as prominently as a crystal developed within us a critical and inCLASS
against the undulating fold s of black dfferent attitude toward those things
Even as Appreciation Week and
velvet; at another it is submerged as) vhich are dearest and most helpful
Thanksgiving
Day can not be separatdeeply as the lost isle of Atlantis.
r> us. Perhaps the suggestion givened in meaning and spirit that they
in the following quotation might help "Thanksgiving" are so closely relatFROM MISS DOROTHY JAY, in increasing an attitude of apprecia- ed in meannig and spiri'; that they
tion :
PRESIDENT OF THE JUNIOR,
can hardly be thought of separately.
"Don't look for the flaws as you go Can one appreciate without inwardly
CLASS
through life,
To all men life brings joy and soror outwardly giving thanks? Can
row in varying proportions. Can we And even when, you find them,
one give thanks without appreciataccept' them both with equal grati- It is wise and kind
ing-;,that, for which she gives thanks?
tude appreciating our lives well—
To bu somewhat blind
..*•••. Thankfulness and appreciation mus':
rounded? To me, true appreciation
look for the vtrtwes be not only felt and thought but alis the ability to be grateful for all To them and
so ypoken '.md acted.
1
behind."
^.things.

Growth of Appreciation Week

Observed in 1925—in Baldwin.
Sponsored in 1926 by Tenth
District—.
Endorsed in 1927 by Gov. Hardman.
Will be observed in 1928 by city
schools of Atlanta. •••

APPRECIATION OF OUR ALMA
MATER
How splendid it igj that the HomeComing, Week of the Alumnae of our
own G. S. C. W. should happen upon
that date which has been named Appreciation Week and observed in this
historic old capitol city for four
y^ars. And what more fitting than
that at this time we should take
stoek of ourselves as to just what
kind of a member of this.'Alumnae
Association we happen to be. In order to. decide any distance-we have to
have a given point from which to
work—so suppose we take as our
point-r-the Ideal Member. Suppose
we start the description by useiag
six .words—arid the truth is—wa
would have no need to go farther.
"She 1OTC»—She Serve*—She Give*"
It is possible that in thinking over
the matter of coming back to. your
Alma Mater, for this Week, that one
silver thread wove itself back and
forth, a little' thread that tugged
along at your heart strings, and vibrated every time you said to yourself—"Oh- how I shall'LOVE to see
that dear old place again."
OUR ALMA MATER! Isn't she
wonderful? Where can we find a
more splendid array of stately halls
of learning? Where' find a lovelier
setting than these spacious grounds
kept so beautifully green and with
shrubs that lend themselves to and
magnify the dignity of the buildings'?
Where find a core of teachers who
give themselves more whole-heartedly to the service of helping Georgia's
young women find themselves? Our
Alma Mater! No wonder we are
proud of her! No wonder we love
her—and are glad to feel her welcome on this Home-Coming' occasion.
Where there is love—there must be
service—or the love is not worth the
name. How can we serve her best?
One way is to make the best of ourselves. God gives to each one of us
some one thing that we are able to
do well, and beware how we bury
that talent in the napkin of indifference. Buried time, buried talent,
buried energies, buried opportunities! What a host of ghosts to arise
and point upbraiding fingers; at us
aj they wail—" We might have done
this—but you buried us."
Do we Appreciate what our College has done for us. If so—are we
willing to prove that this is true? One
splendid way to make a start is to
become an enthusiastic member of
the alumnae: association. Of enure
you will pay your dues, that is such
a little thing. It is much easier to
give a little check than it is to give
ones self. There's the rub—
We do hope that you will have the
best time at this Thanksgiving Season, the occasion of your HomeComing, that you have ever had within these college walls. We knowthat when you leave you wll feel that
your love for your Alma Mater has
been strengthened and that your ties
to her are dearer and more tender.

Several groups of Alumnae and
friends have contributed funds for
the furnishing of specific rooms in
the hospital.
It is understood that other groups
and individuals are raising funds to
be used in furnishing rooms in the
By Euri Belle Bolton
account of the exercises which is ap hospital. The Alumnae Association
ledgeville, Georgia, June 2, 1928.
has agreed that these rooms be markpended to this j r e p d r t ^
public funds
Fleas* let me extend to those here
The Marvin Parks Memorial IIos- ed with a special marker which shall
To dedicate a building means that l l O U for administering
assembled a moat cordial greeting, pital is located on the corner of state by whom the room was furn- there has been recognized for that wisely and economically and his beWe, the graduates and former stud- Montgomery and Wilkinson Streets, ished. A list of those whose funds building an ideal of service. The lief in the principle of holding pubents of the Georgia State College for on the exact spot selected by Dr. have been received is appended to this dedication of the College Auditorium lic office sa a public trust.
Women, have evidenced our deep Parks for a College hospital. It is report.
The invif;a1|ion extended by Dr.
on the evening of
Thanksgiving,
interest in and love for our Alma built of hollow tile and red brick
The Association has furnished to 1926, was really a dedication of the Parks to Bishop Candler to dedicate
Mater by our presence at this the with steel beams and terrazzo tile the proper authorities a chapter four splendid buildings which under the auditorium on Thanksgiving was
Annual Business Meeting of the floors. This means that the building which was to give an account of the the matchless leadership of Dr. Parks the most significant thing he did in
Alumnae Association.
Memorial. Miss Katherine
Scott were erected to replace the Main all of his work and plans for the
is fire proof.
Since our meeting together last
The frieze board above the por- wrote the article. I assisted in get- Building which was destroyed by fire building. By planning this service
June, a dream has come true. We, tico bears the inscription, "Marvin ting the necessary material.
he expressed the ideal that all educaon December 8th, 1924.
the Alumnae, have risen above our Parks Memorial," in eight inch archIn November, Miss Gussie Tabb
The burning of this building might tion should endeavor to carry out the
grife and discouragements, and in itectural concave V-shape letters of and myself attended, a Regional Con- have been a tremendous loss to the purposes of Christ's teachings and
true accord with the spirit of our. re- bronze. This inscription was prepared ference of the American Alumni College and to the State, but through that in the success of any educational
versed leader, Dr. Marvin McTyere by Gorham Company of New York Council. The meeting was held in At- the financial genius of Dr. Parks, the program one should be grateful to
Parks, we have pushed forward to the and implanted on the frieae board lanta. We were interested to find that replacement of it was made to con- God who blesses the work of indivirealization of a goal in.the amazingly under the direction of Miss Mamie the plan of organizing of the Alum- tribute' to the growth of the College. duals through, that of other people
short period of time. Less than eighnae Association of the Georgia State Adequate buildings and equipment and enables them to carry o u t . K
Padgett.
teen months have passed, and on June
College for Women is almost identi- for the Peabody Practice School and purposes together.
Gorham Company likewise has
3rd we meet to dedicate and present
cal with that of the American Alum- .additional, classroom space for colBishop Candler's address: was a
executed
the
plan
for
the
bronze
tabto our College.^ a. tangible expression
ni Council. If our association so de- lege classes have been an important stirring challenge to all conscientious
of our love, respect ,and gratitude let which will mark the building. The sires, it may affiliate with the Amer- factor in securing for the College educators and loyal American .citito a truly great College President, portrait in bas relief was' done by ican Alumni Council. The informa- national recognition as a teachers zens.* In his powerful" insesage he
christian gentlemen, ?and honored Miss Hilda Keileher and Miss Harriet tion is duly filed in the Alumnae file. college of the highest standing. The suggested that Americans; need not
Frishrauth, of New York. The plans
A 'committee consisting of Miss
friend.
for the tablet and hte. pho'tograph of Katherine Scott, Chairman, Mrs. teachers college of the present and of be fearful -of the great "waalth that is
Many forees have aided in making
the model were approved by the exe- Frank Bone, and Miss Euri Belle Bol- the future will center its work around being amassed in our country since
the Marvin Parks Memorial possible.
that of the demonstration school. It the World War. This material proscutive committee.
ton, was appointed to study the con- was imperative that our growing
The bronze tablet which.marks the
perity, he said,, h our heritage. It
Early in May a meeting of the stitution and by-laws and to make
hospital says, " T h i s building is erectteachers college have "adequate build- has come because of the development
Alumnae was held for the purpose of recommendations to the annual meeted by the Alumnae, Faculty, Students
ings for its practice school. 'The'new of natural resources magnificent in
planning for the Commencement ac- ing, June a| 1928.
a.ud Friends under the direction of!
and larger classroom building bas their abundance and potentialities of
tivities of the Association. I t was
Effort'has been made to assist with made possible an increased enroll- good for mankind. This land bethe Alumnae Association." To each
T ' l T S b u t e d to thei decided to combine the banquet and the correction of the Alumnae rolls.
e
ment in the College and this possi- came ours because our Christian
person who_ has^eonti l ^ f j ^
J b u,iness meeting on Saturday evenate
Flowers to be placed at the ceme- bility has been realized by the erecsuccess of the project, we are S
j
j
f
the
forefathers in faith sought a new
2nd
The details 0
tery were sent to Mrs. Parks on De-I tion of a new.'dormitory under the l
ful and we give due. cred.t; b u t , t o ^
^ ^
^
t hftV - e b e e n work
land where they could work out a
the organized forces of his girls,- .be-j Wns ioi tneoauqu
cembre 29th, and at commencement i1able administration of Dr. Beeson.
fuller realization of life's purposes.
long
telta** successful achieve- ed out by• Mis. G * * ^ abb i » c o time, June 2.
long the
the feeling!
It is an inspiration to think of the The principles and institutions of
operation with Mr. Fowler, Mrs. Hall,
The Alumnae Asscoiation
sent large numbers of students who are
ment.
our government have been fought for
Mra. Kiser, and various committees.
With these preliminary remarks, It was .also decided that the hospital flowers to the bereaved family at the j having .'an'opportunity, to become a and established through a continuaI pass to the details of my official re- should be presented to the College time of the death of Mrs. J. Harris part-, of .our great G. S. C. W. Our tion of that ' e a r l y s'truggle., We
Chappell, the wife of the first presi- freshman class now numbers nearly
port to you, the members of the
should not be unmindful of the fact.
on Sunday afternoon, June 3rd, at
dent of the college.
Alumnae Association. It is my pur'six
hundred
and
less
than,
fifteen
he said, that The World War has
7:30 o'clock. This meeting was folBefore closing this, my annual re- years ago a beginning class of onepose to make this report as definite,
brought us into a closer relationship
lowed by many session* of the Execuport, I should like to express my sin- hundred and fifty members was conay bvief, as complete as possible;
with the other nations of the ~w3!nd
tive Committee, who arranged the
cere appreciation of the splendid co- sidered large.
yet informal.
-'••*<•
than we have ever known before.
program. Letters were written to
operation, helpful support, wise counTwo outstanding events marked the
each member of Dr. Parks family, reOf this new group of buildings These extended economic and social
cil, and encouragement that I have
activities of the Association during
questing their presence at the presenwhich replace the old Main Building, relationships place upon us greater
received from the other officers of
the summer of 1927. The first was a
tation of the Marvin Parks Memorial
the College Auditorium is the one responsibilities and we should, he
the association, the members of the
beautiful and impressive Chapel Serbuilding which contributes most to said, exemplify the principks of
to the college. A copy of the several
executive commttee, the district
vice held by the graduates and formprograms is appended to this report. chairman, the building committee, the social, the civic, and the religious Christianity in ail of these relationer students of the College who were
The December College . Bulletin and the'alumnae at large. Also to life of the college community. This ships ' with other nations. He compresent for the Summer Session. Miss
was edited by the Alumnae Associa- Mr. L. S. Fowler who has given un- building had been one of Dr. Park's pared our present problem of forkLurline Parker with the assistance
tion. It carried a full account of the limited time and untiring labors a:-, long cherished dreams and it is an ing out the reaponsibi'fltoes of our
of committees planned and executed
expression of many of his educa- nation to that of me ana»nt Hebrew
this program in a most able manner. Marvin Parks Memorial Hospital general advisor of the association.
tional ideals. The ' building itself people who as a nation throqgn years
The second event was the participa- Campaign. The bulletin way edited
I should like to express to you my
with its simple rectangular propor- of national struggle sought tc reation of the Alumnae Association in under the direction of a committee d';-'p r-'opye-Vfltioi1 of the trust you
tions, its columns and interior deco- lize God's purposes for them as a
the effort to get the needs of the in- composed of Miss Kai'ieri is f 'iii, h: •' i '>' ;«.''<! :';: i : j xai als. I feel that
k ) I .;'.I !•:<>: 1 a?«i.Uy honored in be- rations shows a love for the Greek- people, and they as a result of -nar
stitution before the legislature. Let- Mi;s Gussie Tain, His*. H i :y '^
principles of architecture. In every struggle to the world the Christian
ter;.! were sent to the various County It was mailed t> Mfle .'Vivr.. :viii ir/. in^ yoctr piesidenc and especially so,
detail there is an expression of the faith. We as an American nation
Chairmen, requesting their assistance others.
since to me has come the privilege of
Miss Scott has very amy directed directing the Marvin Parks Memorial truth that the greatest beauty is must be true to the high purposes
Telegrams were sent to members of
found in simplicity. The wonderful which gave birth to our nation if we
all publicity for the Alumnae.
the Legislature.
Campaign. I conscientiously say that
pipeorgan and the facilities
for realize the greatest possibilities fo
Miss Gussie Tabb and her Corps of I have endeavored to serve to the
Mr. J. H. MacEachron of Asheville,
music and the teaching of music service to mankind.
North Carolina, made sketches of District Chairmen have handled all best of my ability during the three show an appreciation of the need for
The ideals of Dr. Parks as an eduthe proposed hospital building. Early correspondence with the county chair- years that I have been your president. musical training in the life of an
cator
are independent of time and
in September, a meeting way held in men. To this group of workers much I ask that you overlook my many er- individual who is truly educated. The
place and changing customs of realirors and remember that I have done
the office of the Acting President credit is due.
beautifully arranged stage makes zation. We as loyal Alumnae of G.
and the sketches were carefully exThe clubs in the various cities have my best. I deem it a very great possible the development of perso
S .C. W., and patriotic Americans
amined and discussed. Those pres- responded nicely to the calls made up- privilege to have served you.
nality
through
dramatic
work.
The
are
grateful that they are our herit(Signed) MARY B. BROOKS.
ent were Dr. J. L. Beeson, Mr. L. S. on them.
spoken drama since the days of later age and that they will be an inspjraFowler, Dr. Tom Hall, Miss Elizabeth
r«S'M""
Greek
education has been one import- tion to those who come after us. )Tn
Thomas, and Miss Mary B. Brooks.
ant means of education which brings the spirit of Bishop Candler's ThanksDr. Hall and Miss Thomas were reto the individual a greater, under- giving challenge we should be able
quested to make suggestions relative
standing of character and of human: to carry into every home and every
to the building. This meeting was
life. The equipment for motion pic- j city into every cottage and every
held prior to the meeting in the eventures and the radio shows the en- j hamlet in our midst a new vision of
ing of the same day of the official
thusiasm which Dr. Parks had for | the sacred responsibility which the
building committee which met with
those scientific inventions which may fact of being an American citizen imMr. MacEachron to perfect the plan:-:
be used to enlarge one's contact with poses upon each of us.
for the proposed hospital. To the

Report of Miss Mary Brooks, President, 1927, Alumnae
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Dedication of Auditorium
Thanksgiving 1926

1

1
NO MORE SNEEZING GIRLS

Early in October dirt was broken.
The first bricks were laid on October
14th.
Miss 'Katherine Scott, first
Vice-President of the State Associa-

an ever widening environment and
thereby enrich one's life through vicarious experiences. The abundance
of sunlight admitted through the
plain glasfj windows and the comfortable opera seats show a practical appl ; cation of the ideal for physical
wellbcing. This large, beautiful auditorium so practical for effective education through group activity w?.
erected at such a small cost that it
demonstrates the ability Dr. Parks.
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KATHRYN HARRIS, Editor
spirit, and though we often say he is
DEFINITIONS FROM A
FRESHMAN'S NOTEBOOK childish and slow, we could not very
well do without him. The following
BLIZZARD—The inside of a hen. verse copied from an old "Brown
MOUNTAIN RANGE—A large Book" is quite .appropriate now:
"Here's, to our Cornelius,
cook stove.
The dean of the broom.
OXYGEN—An 8-sided figure
He
washes our blarkboards
DISPEL—To spell incorrectly.
And sweeps out our rooms;
BUTTER—A billy goat: BUTHe
brings up the water
TRESS—A nanny goat.
And
kisks up the dust—
FRONTISPICE—A headlight on a
His gift-box at Christmas
Ford.
Remember we must."
MONOMANIAC—A man with only

Guess what—^-we will not have to
Not only does G. S. C. W. shed its
The Alumnae of the Georgia State
boil our coffee and toast our marshlight
of knowledge and radiance of
College for Women have a three-fold
mellows anymore, Avith the water
meaning for the members of the spirit throughout Georgia, into its
oozing in our shoes due to .a drizzing
byways and highways, but into other
Sophomore Class.
rain, and no more grand and gloriMany of the Alumnae are the states and nations as well.
ous hikes will be postponed because
Two daughters of our College sailJ mothers of girls in the present studMother Nature had an over supply
ed
for the Orient this past Septement body. They have made it possiof H20, for Dr. Beeson has so interble for some of us to come into this ber.
estingly and conveniently planned a
May Bagwell of the class of 1916 is
glorious world and to enjoy its plea:-.-1
log cabin for us to enjoy on cold,
ures. They have made it possible now in Paiping (the recent way of
rainy afternoons. Hurrah for bigfor all of us to enjoy a-great educa- spelling Peking) doing Y. W. C. A.
one wife .
George,
the
carpenter,
came
from
ger and better hikes!!
tional pleasure on this campus. They Industrial work. .
MISTAKE—To steal something.
Washington county, Georgia, and he have made is possible for the college
Oma Goodson of the class of 1920,
Nesbit Woods has been for years
OBSERVATORY—A place where has lived in Milledgeville about twenwho
after her graduation taught in
to continue its operations after its
one of the entertaining centers of the flowers are kept. •
ty
years.
He
is
particularly
proud
the Practice School and was later Y.
p ...
organization.
college. It has been the desire of the
TONSORIAL
.PARLOR—Whert of the three years he studied manual
The Alumnae have set standards W. C. A. Secretary at G. S. C. W.
" s t u d e n t body that it be made into a
you go to have your tonsils out.
training in the Colored Industrial of womanhood, character, and refine- is now Mrs. John Norris of Seoul,
park and now xnrougn tne kindness
JOAN OP ACR—One of Noah's High School in Sandersville, Georgia. ment which cannot elsewhere bo Korea. She and her husband were
and aid of Dr. Beeson this wish is
When he completed his course, he found, and not only in our college sent out under the Southern Methoto come true. He nas planned vari- daughters.
worked in that and near by towns, have these standards been set, but dist Church Board.
• ous improvements including the re43
and after moving to Milledgeville, they have been transplanted to the
Other G. S. C.'W. students who are
moval of the thick underbrush and J ARE YOU DULL COMPANY FOR
he worked for Mr. J .W McMillan field of teaching. We --as "Sophomores doing or have done work on the foreYOURSELF?
the planting of all species of Georgia
|and for the Fowler-Flemister Coai are, trying to reach these goals. •
ign field are:
'trees. A number of cooking mounds
Company before coming to work at
Miss Marie Crawford of the class
The Alumnae are as big sisters towill be placed in the woods. In the
Do you ever get alone and just the College. He has been at G. S.
of
1901 was a teacher sent by the
ils. They make possible many imposcabin there is to be a large open fire
think? Do you ever''"'ask yourself C. long enough for most of us to
sible things. There is a-tie that binds Southern Methodist Board to Havana,
place which will add greatly to the
questions and then give yourself time recognize and .admire his intelligence
every student to'every graduate of Cuba, until her death.
cbziness of this much longed for hut.
to answer them? "Then try it once. hit; unfailing politeness, and his abiliMiss Laurie Smith, class 1905, nosv
this College, and because the graduWe wish to express our appreciation
College life has a'tehdency to draw ty to make anything with his hands.
ates can make friends easily, the.\ Mrs. J. T. Williams,-has done missionto Dr. Beeson.and we joyfully anticius out of ourselves'and make us more The Alumnae may well point with !,,„„„
. ,,
... ,,..<•,
, •,,
ary work in Canton, China, sent by
pate the wonderful hours We will
, . , Jt
, *\.,. , \
, I have gamed our friendships1, and thc\y
congenial.' This .is very 'important pride
to the beautiful stone work 1,
j
:.._ i..'.'.,'
the Southern. Baptist Board.
; „ r
x.,.,.
spend in our G. S. C W. Park.
for it only is "mingling with people which he did for the Parks Memoria ' I have drawn us-to them. Many of th . Miss Sara Brinkley, class of 1907,
that we develop as' we should. How- Hospital, though this is only one of Alumnae a r e breaking down barriers was sent as a teacher to China by the
ever, let us keej] tlie" shell and let us the many things which he has done on and cleaning stones from our paths Southern Methodist Board.
11*]
life-of true womanhood
IT IS "OLEUM RICINI" NOW
occasionally draw}'into..'if. and be the campus, for his ,tasks- include b yliving the
1
Miss MarieiRaffo of: 1911 is trainalone. Most of'us'a're.poor entertain- making keys, repairing floors, build- which is a standard-of our College.
ing
teachers in the Laura Haygood
The. Sophomores are hoping that
ers for ourselves. " If we find our- ing book cases and supply cabinets,
Normal
School,' Soochow, China, sent
>" Girls,'you wouldn't know us. We
::
soon tJiey, tody will be" Alumnae of
ml
selves
alone..
we
:
M
frantically
•
•
rush
and
laying
concrete
walks.
Perhaps
by the Southern Methodist Board.
Ift
- a r e .just tb'o^'sbuck' up" for- anything.
'
about in search of-...a book or maga- he might be called the "dean of the this, our College, and they hope that
Miss Mae Perry of•• class of 1912,
After*.' tKe well-known "box from
they will be as true and faithful a*
zine to read. We-never consult our- hammer and nail."'
was sent by Southern Baptist Board
home" lias been thoroughly examintheir big sisters have been.
selves about our troubles.
MARY
BURNS
as a teacher in the girls' school at
:. ,-cd and the contents stored away, ,1
lav-...
You
think
perhaps
people
will
call
Arbeo Ruta, Nigeria, West Africa.
^ ' don't say, "Give her two tablesspo'onsWell.
LYCEUM
NUMBER—NOV.
29
Miss Mary Searcy of 1912 was sent
i'ul of castor oil," but "one ounce of you a dreamer if you do this,
AN ALUMNAE HYMN
by
Southern Methodist Board to To•oleum ricini, please." You just y little dreaming Avill help if you
"The Whplc Town's Talking'
kyo, Japan.
ft
couldn't blame us if you could see the j have not practiced any.
Miss Merle Little of class of 191,1,
Beilharz
Co.
wonderful new home your love for! I do not me.p, to make yourself
Dedicated To Marvin M. Parks
conspicious, but sometime when you
now Mrs. Hoyt Miller, is working un •
Dr. Parks has provided as a memorial
find
your
self
alone
and
find
out
how
dor Southren Presbyterian Board in
"Who's
talking'.'"
mi
to him.
you are living. You will be a nobler
j
"Why, the "Whole Town's Talking.' Luebo Congo, Belgae, Africa.
The Marvin Parks Memorial is perYeras
may
come
and
years
may
character for the silent
conversaMiss Georgia McKay, now Mrs.
"Of that play we are going to hav(
fectly adapted for the purpose for
vanish,
:
John
Watt, is working with Southern
Thanksgiving night for the sti'.i!
m
which you intended it. Laying aside j tion
We take our petty problems to dis- Measured tread of Time go on;
Presbyterian Board in Luebo Conge,
ents and Alumnae."
the beauty of the place, which is
interested people and people who Love for Thee our Alma Mater,
Belgae, Africa.
"I
hadn't
heard
about
it.
Who's
goinj
noticeable from the moment you see
have problems of their own. We Keeps our hearts radicnt as morn.
Miss Hannah Jewett Williams of
to put it o n ? "
the magnificent Corinthian columns
could easily solve troubles if we were May thy truths dwell ever in us,
1916,
now Mrs. Allen Simms Lee did
at th efront entrance, with the very
"The Beilharz Play Company."
on more intimate terms with our- Faith in Thee keep mountain hi&li,
teach
under the Episcopal Board in
artistic inscription, Marvin Parks Me"Well, who are they?"
_
selves. If we are strangers to our- May the ideals of imparted
the St. Agnes
School for Girls in Aumorial, over them, it is ideally arCherished'be, and never die.
selves, it is our own fault.
"Don't you remember those player* j king, China She is now at home on
ranged to care for the sick—the
We all want the "madding crowd",
who made such a hit with us lastj furlough in Macon, Georgia,
wonderful lighting system, the elecwe like their pep and their vivacity, •Hallowed is thy name, dear College,
year in that comedy, 'The Family
Miss Leila Burnett of class of 1920,
tric refrigeration, the copper screens,
'vc like their enthusiasm of life.and In thy children's hearty enshrined;
now Mrs. Eugene Steele, is working
Upstairs'?"
the noiseless signal system, the elegvc like people with temperaments Mem'ry brings to us a vision,
under the Southern Baptist Board in
ant sound proof floors, the individu"Not those?"
ike our own. It is only natural that Mother arms around us twined.
Shanghai, China.
al rooms for patients, the contagious
"Yes
sir!"
May
thy
years
be
rich
and
many
ve should desire these things but in
wing, the diet kitchens, the radio
"Reckon this is going to be as good?"
order to develop symmetrically we And from sorrow ever free;
tubes, the exquisite memorial rooms,
PRESENT THIS
must know ourselves and be charm- Oh, Ave pray, dear Alma Mater,
"As good? Better. It's a great comedy
and the bright colored, cheerful salaing entertainers if we find ourselves God's rich blessings rest on Thee.
of American life and guarantees
rium, doctor's office equipper with
alone.
AdTerthement at
every modern appliance for examinfive laughs a minute."
ing and treating the sick, and minor
"Just wait until you see Chester
DO YOU FEEL AS LUCILE
CORNELIUS
AND
GEORGE
operating and qoolite room, and many
:
Binney, who fally in love with Ethel
WRIGHT, CLASS '19?
*""
CULVER & KIDD'S DRUG
other wonderful things inanimate, to- • Very few girls'stay a t G. S. C. long
Simmons, buys a picture of Mona
I
and}
gether with Miss E. N. Thomas and without knowing CornelIi.s
STORE
Lisa and one of Letty Lythe, a mov.i.
short
time
ago
^
i.v.Cvi»C'i
her splendid corps of assistants. You'1 George. They are two of the most
ing
picture
star,
and
to
make
her
a letter you all sent but, which
can't blame me for having to buy important figures on the campus.
was mailed to my' old address, jealous, tells her that htey arc in love
Wednesday, and Receive
a size larger hat, having such a place Cornelius has been janitor at. the
and forwarded to me here. Now with him."
College
for
over
twenty
years,
a
fact
to work.
"Then, Letty Lythe comes to town
—it sems to me that it is importof which he is very proud. He told
and hears that Chester has told that On* 1 oz. Bottle Black Narcissuo
ant at this time particularly that
Dr. Parks was vitally concerned in me once that when was a small boy
she is in love with him, and pretend?
information
be
gent
to
correct
the care of the sick girls, and I am his job was house boy in the home of
$3.00
addresses. Those old addresses that he is in love with her, too, which Perfume value
sure that no mistake was made in ,iv old Virginia family to .whom his
of some of those girls—-why they results in the 'Fight in the Dark.'
making the memorial to him in this father belonged. He had to run erhave not lived at them for year-,
"But poor little Sally Otis is pathe- One full size Box Black Narcissus
wonderful building which shall al- rands for the "Missus," fan the dinand
th
oil's
may
not.
be
forwardtic. She falls in love with Chester,
Face Powder value
$2.00
ways be the Marvin Parks Memorial. ing table during meals, and do all the
ed as mine was, for I have only
too, and every time she sees him she
little odd jobs in the "big house."
Girls, turn your babies and grandbeen away from mine less than
says,
When he grew older, he worked in
SET OF BOTH FOR
year."
children over to your neighbors and the ship y a r d s ' a t Norfolk and later
'Oh, isnt he thandthome!' It's
Please keep us posted as to great!"
come back once .more and get a good }'•-. family moved to Macon, Georgia,
—98c—
where you are,
"Ooh! Where's my ticket? I'm
where he worked, for several years.
dose of oleum ricini.
Ho is old now in years but not in
ready t ogoP'.
T, M. HALL
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Auditorium G. S. C. W.

members of the official building' committee, Hon. Miller S. Bell, Dr! E, A.
Tigner, Dr. J. L.'Beeson, and to Mr.
L. S. Fowler, .advisor to the Alumnae, the Alumnae Association is
greatly indebted for their careful
planning and painstaking execution of
those things pertaining to the hospital building.

FEATURE

THE CRITIC TEACHER
She sees the way you stand and walk.
And criticizes the way you talk,
The ventilation of the room,
And if you need to use a broom.
I guess it is right hard to be
A critic teacher at G. N. I. C.
But byusSeniors be advised,—
It's harder to be critized.
GLADYS KENDRICKS, '14

i

A WELL ORGANIZED ALUMNAE
ASSOCIATION

I* me

ale of" l II8S.
SilK lose

':

(Continued from front page.)

District 8—Ctara E. Morris, Chairman; Mabry Harper, Elizabeth Jones,
Marie Smith.
District 9—Blanch: Hamby, Chairman; Eleanor Brannen, Edith Fletcher, Annie Simpson.
••
District 10-—Ruth Stone, Chairman; Katherine Butts, Nelle Womack
Hines (Mrs. E. L.), Helen Granade
Long (Mrs. R. E.), Kate Thrash.
District 11—Euri Belle Bolton,
Chairman; Mrs. J. M. Bates, Elizabeth Moore, Ora Orem.
District 12—Lorine Teaver, Chairman; Mary Lee Anderson, Sara E.
Jones, Prances Thaxton.
Out of State Committee—Cecile
Humphrey, Chairman; Annie M.
Daughtry.
Colonnade Committee—Guasie H.
Tabb, Margurite Jackson, Katharine
Scot';, Mamfe Padgett.
Tha slogan of the Association is:
"A G. S. C. W. Club in every county
of Georgia."
The annual meeting of the Association is held during the Commencement season.
The Alumnae dues are $1.00 which
should be sent to the treasurer of the
association, Milledgeville, Georgia.1
Communications vr$h regard td>
change of address and activities of
the Alumnae should be sent directly
to the Secretai*y of the Association,
Milledgeville, Georgia.

SPECIAL SALE
Julius Kayser's Silk to the top. Slipper
heel. All the new shades. Special
price

if

'

$1.95
.'£^C6me*0&iiS^

RESOURCES OF GOOD WILL
This Bank's strength is measured not only in resources

8
g

of dollars.
Our greatest asset is the good will of customers, who
have found satisfaction in service efficiently organized and
courteously rendered.
Capital, Surplus and Reserve
$ 204,92^.75
Total Resources
$1,107,611,25
THE MILLEDGEVILLE BANKING COMPANY
"The Oldest, Largest and Strongest."
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§
§
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V,

Realizing that the reputation of our business depends
wholly upon the quality and workmanship of our products
we have taken every precaution to give you absolute
satisfaction.—Sudden Service.

.0,
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Phone 373
BLAINS SHOE PLANT & PRESSING CLUB
Ladies Dresses—Coats and Skirts a Speciality

J

JEWELRY
HOLIDAY GOODS NOW ON DISPLAY.

MAKE YOUR

SELECTION EARLY, SMALL DOWN PAYMENT WILL
HOLD THE ARTICLE FOR YOU.
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Milledgeville, Georgia
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• LEE'S'DEPARTMENT STfRE'
DRY GOODS, SHOES; READY-TO-WEAR
AND NOTIONS

"Lee's for Less
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ALMA MATER
.
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Thru the years the standards of you
Guide us to goals ever higher and
true
Serving aach day, guiding our way—
Hail Alma Mater; our G. S. C.

. . 8

G. S. C, W. GIRLS—
WE HAVE FOR YOU NEW SATIN AND MATALUC HATS,

Miss Leni Moore
'The Hat Shoppe"

WELCOME G. S. C. W. ALUMNAE—

to the Union Recorder while here
UNION RECORDER
100 Years Devotion to Public Interest

«»»s*»»»»*tte
CALL US
For Drugs, Prescriptions, Toilet Articles and Norris
Candies
JONES DRUG CO., Inc.
R. L. Hayes, Mgr.
Res.

Phone 11.1

Phone 238-L

We Deliver Promptly
&eceoec8Xceoe

|

ALUMNAE
Would you like to have every copy of The Colonnade?
Mail your Subscription to
THE COLONNADE
Milledgeville, Georgia

ctoKc«e»»»)»»»M»

ROLUN'S RUN STOP HOSIERY
BEAUTIFULLY FASHIONED, SMART
HEELS AS WELL AS SLENDER DELTA
HEELS
$1.50 and $1.95
BLACKS AND NEW FALL COLORS

CHORUS
Dear Alma Mater, our G. S. C.
In heart and soul 'twill be our goal
To serve you faithfully,
Daughters of Georgia praise thee always
Hail Alma. Mater, hail G. S. C.

POHLSON GIFTS, NOVELTY HANDKERCHIEFS.

Keep up with Milledgeville and G. S\ C. W., by Subscribing
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Jay s Department Store

Brightly beamy in all of our dreams,
Your light of service guiding our
way,
Tho we may go far far away
We'll ne'er forget, our G. S. C.
Words and Music by Annie Soloman Powell, Class '25.

$>

al gift that will be appreciated above all others—Your

^

Photogiaph.

«

Have it made now, when you and we are

§

Eberhart Studio
*

*

Several Alumnae contributed articles to the paper. There is a witty
write-up, called "The Collegiate
Dictionary," by Miss Eleanor Ennis,
class of 1928.' Miss Mary R. Talley,
a graduate and former teacher of the
college, V.aj.i written a clever short a
story, and Mrs. Bernice Brown Mc§ Cullar has two interesting book reviews. Marie Long and Mary Robinson, former graduates who are now
studying on the campus, also have
contributed to the current edition of
the magazine.
The staff is to be commended for
':he excellent issue of The Corinthian.
•Gladys McMichael is editor-in-Chief,
Mildred Merrell is Business Manager,
and Miss Crowell is Faculty Advisor.

S

not so busy as in December.

CORINTHIAN DEDICATED TO
ALUMNAE

The fall edition of the Corinthian,
literary magazine aponsorel by the
Li':erary Guild, is dedicated to the
Alumnae. The dedication reads: "To
those who have passed from these
college halls, but are still holding
aloft the ideals for which our college
stands—to the members of the Alumnae Association of the Gerogia State
College for Women we dedicate this
issue of th-3 Corinthian."

For all who care for you, there is just one distinctly person-
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ANOTHER SHIPMENT OF THOSE BEAUTIFUL BRIDGE
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LAMPS ONLY $1.50 EACH, AT

O

V.

"Wootten's Beck Store"
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R. H. W00TTEN
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COCOA MALT

s

MAKES A DELIGHTFUL AND HEATHFUL DRINK

,o,

SERVED HOT OR COLD 50c PER CAN

,8,

SHAKER FREE
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BELL GROCERY COMPANY
Quality—Service—Price
Phones
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